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Population ageing — the process by which older individuals become a proportionally larger 
share of the total population — was one of the most distinctive demographic events of the 
twentieth century. 
The 65-and-older population increased from 131 million in 1950 to 420 million in 2000, more 
than tripled over the past half-century. Over the 1990s, the increase was about 2% each year. 
The one-year increase of 9.5 million between 1999 and 2000 was unprecedented. 
Characteristics of population ageing 
Population ageing is unprecedented, without parallel in the history of humanity. Increases in 
the proportions of older persons (60 years or older) are being accompanied by declines in the 
proportions of the young (under age 15). By 2050, the number of older persons in the world will 
exceed the number of young for the first time in history. Moreover, by 1998 this historic 
reversal in relative proportions of young and old had already taken place in the more 
developed regions. 
Population ageing is pervasive, a global phenomenon affecting every man, woman and child. 
The steady increase of older age groups in national populations, both in absolute numbers and 
in relation to the working-age population, has a direct bearing on the intergenerational and 
intragenerational equity and solidarity that are the foundations of society. 
Initially experienced by the more developed countries, the process has recently become 
apparent in much of the developing world as well. For the near future, virtually all countries will 
face population ageing, although at varying levels of intensity and in different time frames. 
Countries that started the process later will have less time to adjust. It will surely remain 
important throughout the twenty-first century. 
Population ageing is profound, having major consequences and implications for all facets of 
human life. In the economic area, population ageing will have an impact on economic growth, 
savings, investment and consumption, labour markets, pensions, taxation and 
intergenerational transfers. In the social sphere, population ageing affects health and health 
care, family composition and living arrangements, housing and migration. In the political arena, 
population ageing can influence voting patterns and representation. 
Population ageing is enduring. During the twentieth century the proportion of older persons 
continued to rise, and this trend is expected to continue into the twenty-first century. For 
example, the proportion of older persons was 8 per cent in 1950 and 10 per cent in 2000, and 
is projected to reach 21 per cent in 2050. 
Demographic profile of the older population 
The older population is itself ageing. The fastest growing age group in the world is the 
oldest-old, those aged 80 years or older. They are currently increasing at 3.8 per cent per year 
and comprise more than one tenth of the total number of older persons. By the middle of the 
century, one fifth of older persons will be 80 years or older. 
What is most significant is that the span of old age has increased. Many people in modern 
wealthy societies now consider their working life adequately fulfilled at age 55 and then retire. 
If we accept the mid to late 50s as a starting point for 'being elderly' then a further 40 years of 
life need not be an unreasonable aim. 
Demographic determinants of population ageing 
The worldwide decline in fertility and mortality that underlies population ageing is normally 
analyzed by three indicators: the total fertility rate, life expectancy (at birth and at ages 60, 65 
and 80) and the survival rate (to ages 60, 65 and 80). Especially in the earlier stages of the 
demographic transition, fertility decline was the primary determinant of the timing and extent of 
population ageing. However, as the transition has gone on to later stages, mortality decline, 
particularly at older ages, has increasingly become the more important factor in shaping the 
relative size of the oldest age groups. 
An important consequence of fertility decline is a progressive reduction in the availability of kin 
to whom future generations of older persons may turn for support. This process may have a 
significant impact on the well-being of older persons, especially in the less developed regions 
where social support for the older person is largely provided by the immediate family (Hoyert, 
1991; Wolf, 1994). At the same time, improved chances of surviving to the oldest ages are 
likely to spur efforts to improve the health status of the older population and lead to reforms in 
the pension and health systems. 
People are surviving longer. The reasons are plain when comparison is made with social 
conditions which prevailed until little less than a century ago. Our improved survival rate has 
been brought about by better health care, better diet, better shelter and the near elimination of 
extreme poverty. Universal education, wider employment opportunity, more time for personal 
creativity, self-realization and independence — ail these motivate and prolong our lives. In 
consequence, demographic projections show continuing, often substantial increases in the 
proportion of elderly population in most developed countries over the next 30 to 40 years. 
Implications of ageing 
"We are in the midst of a silent revolution that extends well beyond 
demographics, with major economic, social, cultural, psychological and 
spiritual implications." 
Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of UN 
Broad changes in age structure are reflected in changing societal support ratios. These 
ratios typically indicate the number of youth and/of elderly people per 100 people aged 20 to 
64 years, primary ages for partition in the labor force. A commonly used measure of potential 
social support needs is the elderly support ratio (elderly dependency ratio), defined here as the 
number of people aged 65 and over per 100 people aged 20 to 64 in a given population. 
Raises important public policy questions 
The shifting weights of the various age groups tend to create social and political pressures on 
a society to change its pattern of resource distribution, generating conditions that may give rise 
to intergenerationai conflict. In effect, demographic ageing may lead to calls for fewer schools 
but more long-term care facilities. The ageing index (the ratio of those 60 or older to those less 
than 15) provides a commonly used measure for assessing this process. 
Increase in overall support burden on working-age adults 
Similarly, the widespread decrease of the potential support ratio (which means a widespread 
growth of the old-age dependency ratio) indicates a situation where an increasing number of 
beneficiaries of health and pension funds (those aged 65 and over) are indirectly supported by 
a relatively smaller number of contributors, mainly those in the economically active ages of 
15-64, through taxes and contributions to social welfare programs. This tends to impose 
heavier demands on the working-age population (in the form of higher taxes and other 
contributions) in order to maintain a stable flow of benefits to the older groups. Even a sharp 
decline in youth dependency that normally accompanies the increase in old-age dependency 
may not be enough to offset the increased costs, since the relative expense of supporting the 
old is, in general, higher than that of supporting the young (United Nations, 1988; Baldacci and 
Lugaresi, 1997). 
Another important issue is that as the ratio of working-age to total population decreases, 
economies have relatively less productive units and therefore less opportunity to grow. 
Changes in intergenerational support 
However, support to the old is only partially provided through public transfers of resources. 
The family remains an important source of support to older persons, especially in the less 
developed regions where social security systems are generally less adequate. Family support 
is particularly crucial in the case of the oldest-old, whose physical and economic needs are 
usually greater. The parent support ratio gives an indication of the overall demand for family 
support of the oldest-old. The continuing increase of this ratio implies that more and more 
frequently the young old will find themselves responsible for the care of one or more oldest-old 
family members. 
Concerns are growing about the long-term viability of intergenerational social support systems, 
which are crucial for the well-being of both the older and younger generations. This is 
especially true where provision of care within the family becomes more and more difficult as 
family size decreases and women, who are traditionally the main caregivers, increasingly 
engage in employment outside the home. 
Increase in needs in social services, pension and retirement systems 
As more people live longer，retirement, pensions and other social benefits tend to extend over 
longer periods, of time. This makes it necessary for soda丨 security systems to change 
substantially in order to remain effective. 
Increase in demands of health and medical care 
Increasing longevity can also result in rising medical costs and increasing demands for health 
services, since older people are typically more vulnerable to chronic diseases. 
The rapid growth of the oldest groups among the older population is of special relevance in 
terms of public policy. In most parts of the world, the 80-and-over age group is growing faster 
than any other, and is expected to continue as the fastest growing segment of the population 
for at least the next 50 years. Although this group still constitutes a small proportion of the total 
population, its numbers are becoming increasingly important, especially in the less developed 
regions. Increased age normally brings considerable change in individual needs. For instance, 
health conditions typically decline with advancing age, and this suggests an escalation in the 
demand for long-term care. 
Ageing & the Living Environment 
Amongst the whole series of problems, what can architects do to help remedy the situation? 
One of the most important aspects would be to deal with the living environment of the elderly. 
The characteristics of ageing 
Cognitive impairment 一 Declined eyesight and hearing 
People's eyesight alters with age. The lens becomes inflexible and the eye muscles lose 
their ability to shorten the focal length with the result that in old age the focus becomes fixed 
eventually at infinity. Less light reaches the retina. There is a scattering of light within the 
eye which increases sensitivity to glare. The muscles of the eye are slow to adjust, so going 
from a dark space to a light one can cause temporary blindness. The lens thickens and 
yellows so that colour vision is affected; blues and greens are not so easily distinguished as 
reds and yellows. There may be loss of peripheral vision, which has an important function of 
detecting movement and spatial awareness. 
There is a natural deterioration in hearing due to ageing. The auditory nerve loses efficiency 
as we get older. Some of the elderly loses ability to hear high frequency sounds but the 
capacity to hear loud noises is not affected. Hearing loss is at low sound levels, so while soft 
speech may be inaudible, shouting is uncomfortable to the hearer. 
Physical impairment - Restricted mobility 
Osteoporosis is very common. The disease particularly affects the spine and the 
weight-bearing joints in the legs leading to limited and painful movement. Stroke or hemiplegia 
can cause paralysis of one side of the body. Many of them need walking aids, some even 
need help from caregiver or wheelchair. 
Intellectual impairment 一 poor memory and slow response 
Due to loss of brain cell efficiency, the response to injury and to external stimulus is slow. This 
can mostly be compensated by experience. Thus, most elderly are familiar with life 
experiences in their earlier years, while they are slow in retrieving things happened two or 
three days before. 
However, a group of people who suffer serious mental impairment in old age as a result of 
disease or damage to the brain would be known as dementia. People cannot retrieve data 
from memory and the ability to acquire new data and store it is limited. This is a difficult time 
for relatives; household and financial management tasks can become a great burden to the 
sufferer and there may be outbursts of apparently inappropriate anger and paranoia. People 
find themselves in rooms with no idea of why they went there. 
Economic ability impairment 
The most obvious and sudden change in life when growing old would be retirement, mostly at 
the age of 55 to 65. This not only reduces people's life activities, but also financial ability. 
They no longer have a steady income. For richer people, this may not be great problem, 
whereas for middle class or lower-income group, even if they have savings, there will still be 
worries caused by the sudden loss of income source. Activities that are not absolutely 
necessary and cost much will be avoided. Some of them move from private housing to public 
housing because of this. 
from normal young adults. These factors cause difficulties to elderly's daily life. 
Importance of Living Environment on ageing 
The environment, planning and design of elderly people and their households and the ways in 
which the environment can promote or deter independent livning and provide or reduce risks 
and hazards, namely: 
-poor environment makes life more difficult for the elderly 
-poor housing conditions and hygiene cause disease 
-poor housing conditions cause accident 
-poor housing causes social segregation - feel more socially isolated 
-noisy and crowding environment leads to poor health 
-poor environment causes more psychological stress 
-affects the quality of life and life satisfaction 
-impacts on their attitudes and behaviour 
-physical and psychological health are related 
一 affects their ability to remain living independently 
Living environment at three scales 
The living environment can be categorized into three scales (Phillips, 1999): 
1 Micro-scale (the internal environment) 
Considerable attention has to be paid to home design, access and maintenance. 
2 Meso-scale (the external environment) 
This comprises the local neighbourhood. It provides local opportunities and constraints by 
virtue of its physical planning, the range, cost and situation of facilities including open spaces, 
recreational opportunities, shops, welfare and medical services. Design considerations can 
affect the segregation of traffic and pedestrians, the integration of transport modes and reduce 
road traffic accidents involving elderly people. This external environment scale has in general 
been less well researched but issues of accessibility loom large. 
3 Macro-scale (the urban setting) 
This involves the wider urban space in which localities are situated. It includes both the 
physical planning framework and the political economy that dictates in part the resources and 
financial circumstances of elderly people. 
Integrated neighbourhood and macro-scale planning for elderly friendly environments is poorly 
developed in most societies in part because of the numbers of professions and the 
public-private sector participants involved. Unintentional ageism can be an accidental 
by-product of policies that have neglected to take account of the impacts of the living 
environment at the planning stage. (Phillips, 1999) 
When a person's physical mobility or economic ability to travel are impaired, this will inevitably 
impinge on their quality of life. However, the historical evolution of many cities means that 
they are poorly planned with respect to the complex nexus or web of local services and 
physical features of the local environment that enable or disadvantage elderly people. This 
feature of omission probably stems from the complexity of local environments and the needs of 
individual users and user groups that mean comprehensive social and physical integration of 
planning is relatively poorly developed. 
Indeed, can "elderly-friendly" living environments be successfully planned and provided? The 
old group makes this a priority issue for current urban and social planning and urban 
redevelopment. 
Constricted Activity Spaces of Elderly 
Place of residence is of great importance to any individual or family. Ageing is often 
recognized as having the effect of shrinking people's life-spaces. Therefore, the local 
environment assumes a proportionately much greater importance for older people. Elderly 
people are by and large less mobile than people of working age in particular; to social 
geographers and urban sociologists, they are said to have more constricted activity spaces 
Walking Trips 
Tripe by mechanlMd transport 
Activity locations 
Elderly person's activity spac« 
Activity spaces are the areas of which the individual has knowledge and contact (only usually a 
limited proportion of the broad range of environment is known and used). Activity spaces are to 
a considerable extent individual, based on the knowledge and perceptions of individual people 
although they are similar for some groups, as they comprise a wide range of spatial behaviour 
(the journey to work, commuting, school trips, shopping, social and health care visits, etc.). 
Golledge and Stimson note that an individual's perception of his of her environment is not 
static. It changes as roles change (for example, giving up work, school trip, etc.) and thus 
evolves with age. The activity spaces of elderly people are likely to be smaller and fewer than 
those of working people. Indeed, for some years, it has been recognized that age is a 
considerable leveller in terms of activity patterns, more so than social and economic factors 
(Phillips, 1981). In this way, the local environment can come to be of paramount importance 
for many older people, and, as defined above, would be the micro scale and the meso scale 
environment. 
Environmental Psychology 
However, the literature reveals relatively few studies of the local environment and its 
relationship to the ability of older people to live in the settings and the relations with quality of 
life (Phillips, 1999). Environmental psychology is important in its recognition that every 
physical environment is a social environment and that it is sometimes impossible to separate 
the two and especially the interactions and relationships between them (Proshansky, 1990). 
Attachment to place and the concept of home are important and accord closely with the activity 
space. Many people naturally show geographic place dependence and a powerful 
attachment to specific places, and the importance of this for elderly people has bee门 
emphasized (McAndrew, 1993). Strong place attachment may help elderly people weather 
the local environmental changes that can occur when, for example, neighbourhoods change 
and they are left behind. This can also indicate the potential problems of relocating elderly 
people to other residential environments and the possible psychological upheavals that may 
occur. 
Potential of dense urban living environment - Hong Kong 
Given Hong Kong's incomparable high density urban environment and its rapid urban growth 
in the new urban development areas and the redevelopment areas, it has many opportunities 
to experiment with more comprehensive neighbourhood planning for elderly people, as many 
different types of functions are squeezed into a comparatively small area, which makes them 
possible for easy pedestrian access. 
Hong Kong situation 
Phenomenon of ageing 
According to the HK Census 2001, at 2016, population aged 60 or above will arrive at 
1,621,000, representing 19.8% of the population, which means 1/5 of the population would be 
elderly. 
Due to various impairments of elderly as described in 3.1, the elderly have difficulties in 
activities of daily living (Phillips, 1999): 
Activities of Dailv Livina No. Percentaae 
Heavy Work 551 37.2 
Stairs 248 16.8 
Taking Pubic Transport 112 7.6 
Getting up/down 95 6.4 
Visiting friends 91 6.1 
Buying food 85 5.7 
Going out 83 5.6 
Decline of family support for elderly people 
The Chinese family has often traditionally been the focus of care for elderly people, who have 
occupied a respected and valued place in society. Status and authority increased with age, 
and the significance of family and kinship ties were emphasized, with responsibility remaining 
with the family for looking after its ageing members. A caring attitude of the community 
towards the elderly was thereby promoted, and this meant that many old people did not 
experience the loss of role and disengagement that are so commonly recognized in many 
Western societies. They could often expect to continue to experience reciprocal relationships, 
in which they could give as well as receive (Phillips, 1992). 
Hong Kong has rapidly modernized both economically and in an infrsstructursi sense from at 
least the late 1950s and early 1960s. However, Hong Kong has only really emerged as a 
major financial centre, a producer of high-quality electronic and textile goods, and a modern 
gateway to China since the early 1970s. This makes Hong Kong to be constantly under 
exposure to Western values and lifestyles, especially through the mass media, is detrimental 
to the 'positive' Asian concept of the family and this will be important if family care is 
paramount. 
Today, far more elderly people are surviving into late old age. Many do not have families 
extended kinship networks in Hong Kong because they arrived in the territory as single (mainly 
male) refugees, many elderly folk remained single and have few or no relations living locally 
(Phillips, 1992). In addition, with the phase of more advanced industrialization since 1960s, 
the nuclear family has become predominant in Hong Kong. This explains why many elderly 
people are being left to care for themselves. 
In addition, the nature of Hong Kong's housing provision may also exacerbate the difficulty of 
housing elderly members within families. By 1990, about one half of the territory's population 
were living in public housing of some sort, and most families are housed today in 
self-contained, high-rise apartments. Many of these are small flats of less than 40 square 
metres in area, which because of size and design are not suitable for multigenerational or 
extended family co-residence. The case is similar in private-sector housing. 
Given the current economic situation, nearly all younger adults in the family have to work and 
the working time in Hong Kong is constantly increasing. As a result, there are increasingly 
fewer people at home to look after possibly infirm elderly relatives. 
This poses a problem for the provision of effective care at home. This may have led to many 
old people being prematurely institutionalized, particularly in the growing number or private 
homes for the elderly. 
As explained by the Chinese saying, 'Relatives far away are not as good as neighbours next 
door.', one of the important support that elderly can get would be from neighbours. Many of 
the old public housing estates are renowned of its established community, its good 
neighbourhood relationships. 
Contemporary housing choices 
There are various problems with existing housing stock. Since current policies and built 
environment have been designed with a youthful society in mind, yet older people are more 
likely than other members of the population at large to live in poor housing or in an older house 
that incorporates unsuitable design details, without saying that normal housing stock cannot 
cater for the ageing population, nor people with poor mobility or frailty. 
There is a tendency of stereotyping and ageist attitudes and assumptions that discriminate 
against older people. Specially-designed elderly housing, elderly homes and nursery homes 
seem to be the only options. 
We need to plan and design with an ageing society in mind. Implications for change span 
across planning, housing, environment, employment, retirement, lifelong learning, leisure, 
health and long-term care. 
Government with 
Family with Elderly 
• no special tjfpm of housing 丨 
• only p r t o r i t i s ^ alloeation 
Family with Eldoriy Persons 
Priority Scheme 
-housing allocation advanced by three years at most 
-The applicant's family must consist of at least two 
members 
and at least one ot them must be an elderly relative 
-the elderly person should be willing to live with the 
younger member(8) and the latter member has to live 
logothor and take care of the elderly 
-should have been registered on the WL for at least 
• either Housing for the Senior Citizens (communal-
typo flats specially designed for elderly persons) or 1 • 
Pereon flats wHI be allocated to the eligible applicants 
• waiting time varies with applicants' choice of districts 
and our housing supply. Normally, those who opt for 





• housing allocations advanced by two years at most 
-allows young families to apply together with their 
elderly parents / dependent relatives in one or two 
applications for two separate flats under one or two 
tenancies In ttiQ same estate in the New Towns (I.e., 
Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shut Wai, Tai Po, Fanling 
and Sheung Shui) 
-the applicant's family must be a nuclear family plus at 
least two elderly parents / dependent relatives 
-should have registered on the WL for at least 2 
Single Elderiy People 
Elderly Priority 
-for two or more related or unrelated elderty persons 
who undertake to live together 
-While the waiting time varies with our housing supply 
and the applicants' choice of districts, eligible elderty 
pftmonfi ofln normally he rehnimAd In two y ^ m if thfjy 
opt for flats in the New Territories 
for private housing 
Housing for elderiy people 
As at 30 June 2003, about 584,200 people aged 60 or 
abovo lived in public housing flats, representing 68 per 
cent Of the elderty population In Hong Kong. 
However, the existing housing stock is not suitable for 
tti® elderly to live in. What are the governments 
strategies in dealing with this situation? 
Grant for Emergency Alarm System 
(EAS Grant) 
“ f o r elderly persons living either alone or In 
household with all members aged 60 or above In 
• In Housing for Senior Citizens (HSC) units, AS with 
panic alarm buttons is prov 
wWch 丨ft connected to the i 
quarters. In case of emergencies, the elderly i 




The Housing Authority (HA) has Implemented the scheme since 1990 with a view to establishing 
contact with elderty people living atone in public housing estates, identifying their personal needs 
,encouraging their participation In social activities and volunteer  work 
and sotting up ort networks for thorn. The schemo is now implemonted in 24 estates. 
To implement the ESSES, the HA has established the post of Estate Liaison Officer, who 
provides the following services -
(a) to build up and keep record for reference a profile of the elderty in chosen estates； 
(b) to visit living alone elderty people (especially those poor and lonely ones) and to keep watch 
over their conditions closely; 
for assistance as eppropriate; 
(d) to liaise with 丨oca丨 organizations such as mutti-servico centres for the ekJorly, Mutual Aid 
Committees, etc. tor arrangement of eocial/recroational functions end community programmes 
for the elderty; and 
to encourage volunteer work by the elderly-
Housing for Citizens (HSC) 
provided accomodation 
are healthy and are 
s, for housing 
more than 3000 normal units, elderly housing is a 
standard facility. Each elderly houses 150 seniors, 
with public recreation and gathering space and a 
person responsible for organization of activities and 
action in case of emergency. 
Besides, the HKHA also allocates units in the 
estates for setting up social services centre and 
other caretaking services for the elderly. 
The first elderly housing is in Hang On Estate, which 
Now the number is increased 
which can accomodated up to 5 500 elderly 
One of the pioneering new design 丨s located at Ping 
Tin Estate, Kwun Tong, which is In use since 
All residential unite open up into 
irtyard to avoid noise problems and 
create a public gathering space. All units 
divided into groups of 7, 
living room and the kitchen, 
specially designed and furnished to provide 
In 1987. the Housing Authority opened tha first Housing for the 
Senior Citizens at Heng On Estate at Ma On Shan, operated and 
maintained by HA itself. At 16 April 1989, the government an-
nounced that there would be similar flats built in 19 housing es-
tates which havs more than 3,000 unite, accommodating up to 
2755 persons. Among these. 14 of them are located in the New 
These senior housings are shared flats with individual 1-person 
and 2-person rooms sharing toilet, kitchen and living room lo-
cated at the lower storeys of normal housing blocks. 
Handover Date: April 1987 
Housing Type： Y-shaped 
Block with HSC: 2/F & 3/F, Heng Fung Hse 
No. of units: 42 
No. of rooms: 138 
No. of persons to be accomodated: 145 
One resting room on each floor 
Unit types: 4 single rooms / 2 single rooms / one double room 
All units are provided with shared kitchen, toilet and living room 
and installed with Emergency Alarm System. 
There are 2 no. of staff providing 24-hour service in shifts. 
Heng On Eatato 
Evaluation 
According to a post-occupancy evaluation 
of Society for Community Organization 
done in May 1989» it is doubtful that HSC 
is suitable for the elderly. 
38 residents at 3 different places are 
randomly surveyed, 17 inside the units, 14 
at resting places, 7 at elderly centre, total-
which constitutes 26.2% of the 





About 70% of interviowoes 
Bderly Allowance for living, thi  shows that they have \ o n 
SooiM： f^eoon or PnU«rmolH«no On EmeHotttvJDr Senior Cftinn&Soclttx tor ComrrurtyOroanltaten 
CItixons 
— r'" 
p B elderly have been living there for 2 years and 
the ones that seldom or navor chat with the others 
contributes to 63%. This shows that the relatlon-
sh办 between the co-habitants is very poor. 
of them seldom or never help each other. 
This shows that most of them cannot be part of the 
support system of the co-habitants. 
During occupancy, 16 (42.1%) has been sick and 
22 (57.9%) have not been sick. When they are 
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upaocy, the elderly meat less with their 
巾 ably b 
that Qeographica) separation is an Import 
fn reducing mcctlngc whh relatives, and i 
nly ecause of living loo far apart 
)wing by busy relatives; 
Weal 丨， 
_ busy 
tives woufd riot have lime to visit the elderly a 
live too far apart. 
Main reasons of reducing meeting friends are 
living too far apart (75.0%), high transportation cost 
(30.3%) and Inconvenient transportation (24.2%). 
Qoographlcal separation and oaso of transporta-
tkm are Dhvsical factors, while inconvenient trans-
erlys lower financial 
cialA( power, tney mostly {ive 
Elderly Allowance, ft Is difficult for them to 
loney < 
eeds. 
\ expenditures other than basic living 
>spen 
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aged due to residinglri Elderly Housing. 
Problems of Co-habitation 
Citizens • Heng On 
1 — • 
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44.7% {17p) have expon'enced problems in so-
cializing with other elderiy people, of which 7 of 
them said that has already reached an unaccept-
able level. This shows that socializing with co-
habitants is a great problem. 
39.8% (15p) think that hygiono of shared places ie 
a great trouble. This shows that hygiene problem 
often disturbs their daily life. 
Sharing kitchen, waiting for toilet also cause incon-
venience to their daily lives. 
Quarrels are mainly because of drfference in 
personal character, sharing places and hygiene 
problems and quarrel is only one of tho ways to 
show their conflicts. 
According to the interviewers, regarding the 3 
interviewees who has encountered problems 
with drunk co-hab丨tants, 2 of the them were 
threatened by knife, and 1 of them has changed 
flat In order to avoid direct contact with ^ e drunk 
elderly, but this is not a long-term solution. 
62-5% of them pointed oul that the problems cannot 
be resolved at all. The only one that thinks that the 
problem is completely resolved Is because ol the 
change of flat to avoid in contact with the drunk eld-
erly, but changing flats cannot solve this long-term 
problem. 
tor the CMz0ns - Hong On 
with Activity 
Notice 2 
Some residents cook at their own rooms, this Is 
probably to avoid conflict in sharing kitchen; 
when residents use the kitchen, they tend to 
keep the kitchon door open In order to let 
natural ventilation to bring exhaust gas 
way, yet wind direction changes frequently 
and sometimes bring exhaust gas into the inte-
rior and activates the fire alarm. 
Due to the sharing of spaces other than bed-
rdom，there is no oth«r space that can be 
used for personal worship and some resi-
dants Ignite the worship fragranco in their own 
bedroom, which also activates the fire alarm 
As there may be a mix o1 smoking i 
smoking residents in the same flat i 
no balcony, in order to avoid confl 
residents smoke In their own bedroom and this 
activates ihQ flro alarm system. 
Lift Lobby 
There is not much special dsslgn features 
for the eidoriy. The lift lobby is the same as 
the other normal floors of the block, except that 
there Is special flooring to help distinguish the 
three almost identical wings that leads to the 
flats. 
One of the wing is euipped with a TV room; one 
with staff office, one with plant rooms, before 
Housing for the 
Housing Wishes & Aspirations 
ConwMUHMn 
Citizens _ Heng On 
t individual units because they 
want to have their own place; they are afraid that 
if they move into old units, they will finally have 
to move again due to redevelopment, and this 
moving process poses serious financial, physi-
cal and psychological burden; housing in the NT 
rural areas create inconvenience for elderly with 
deteriorating health. 
B of the interviewees prefer Housing for the 
Senior Citizens, in which 7 of them oxpress the 
main reason is that the unit Is equipped with 
Emergency Alarm System, and the second 
reason Is that they do not want to move again. 
From the 35 Interviewees who oomplete the 
priority list, aU of them think of the non-parti-
tioned shared units as the last resort, this shows 
that co-habitation of the same flat Is the least 
preferred housing arrangement. Only 24 of 
them explain the reason behind, they all think 
that co-habitation of the same flat arouses con-
flicts. 
.Jn.lnc|lvJdual single/doyble flatsjn 
flats— 
<he leasiFlhey do not lik任okl mts be^二 
again^ Housing ior the Senior Citizens 
沛浙:isbrWe: 
jdcnteWcdys^necds, but for„eIderiy-: 
Wjio. prejpr 丄n巧Vici叫J t^pusii^ g, „ 
would 6n]y~cfMtes t7dublGS and^mcoh" 
二二二二二二—二二二：二二二」 
Notice 1 
Due to sharing of living i 
enough space for personal bbjects that are 
supposed to be placed there: bicycles, scan-
dals, floor mat etc. This may be source of 
conflict within the flat, so the residents tend to 
place the objects at the corridor, which is forbid-
den by the Housing Authority. 
Housing for fAo CltlzBtts _ Hong On 
Housing for CltlzBns - Hong On 
Corridor 
Each wing Is composed of a doubte-loacled corridor with doors of flats on both sides facing each other 
diroctly. Thore is a void In tho middio of tho corridor in order to introduce natural lighting and ventilation. 
Fire escape route and access to building services is also Integrated to this void. 
Even though there Is artificial lighting in the corridor, it Is relatively dark. Thus there Is a high contrast In the 
corridor which is very disturbing and creates temporary blindness tor the elderty. 
Handrail Is added to act as walking aid for elderly people with physical difficulties. However, it does not con-
tinue up to tho lifts 
ih0 Citizens On 
Mi 
- 二 星 
Flat 
The handrail does not continue Into the unit ndther. In the 
unit, special features Include Emergency Alarm System and 
Smoke Detectors connected to Fire Alarm System. 
common living room Is mainly used as extension of «lor-
age apace, with clotfiings, rurriytiraturu, wuytiiriy basins, eiu tical-
tered around. 
Typical furnitures of living room such as group soats or dining 
tables are not found. This shows that the living room fails to act as 
the gathering space of the co-habitants. 
Vin t f i :银白 G b • 由 t r i r t i 吞 由 d 
a survey conducted by HKHS showed that there was 
sij"ong demand for puipo&e-tKjlIt housing tor elderly in the 
middlo-Inoome group who have the meano to live In an indepen-
— , Socfety was granted land by tho government In 
eloping two SEN projects in T$eung Kwan 0 and 
The Society was granted land by the government in 1999 for 
developing two SEN projects In Tseung Kwan O and Jordan 
； 运 2 4 0 i ^ W p “示 
The SEN unRs wfll be disposed of under a 10-year long lease 
one 
>nof the tenancy, < 
reduced with the 
3 be refunded to 
eily nadd only to pay 
• They could also 
by the operator 
VISITS 
The SEN projects are designed 
wHh rrMticulous planning and 
VALUE MANAGEMENT 
tont cost of the scheme Is bome by HKHS 
ipletjon, the management and operation of the 
:^takdn by organizations with ample 
In elderly cara to an&ura the provtelon of hassle-
18 to the tenants. 
D e s i g n C r i t e r i a 
PHYSICAL ASPECTS 






-Balartcod Provisions for Aatt«t«d Uv lng 




Integrate housing and 1 
roof in a home^lika con. 
af/self-contained flats 
en communal living and privacy 
-universal design to fit different levels of dependency 
(ie.fmm healthy to frail) 







(81 studio units of 25 sq. m, 
162 one-bedroom unit of 35 to 36 sq, m) 
Facilities provided inside Jolly Place include hydropool, sauna, 
slum, 
oftho 
iind 6eat$ and handrails t n s U l M in <JI lift lobbiM. 
I podium garden etc. lY 
09 for the convenience 
with Mat t , fin escape 
r iU t lAltodi *!! li 
by Haven of Hope Chf 
ck professional mecftci 
reational activities for 1 
sy-agh 
C a r e A r r a n g e m e n t 
The operator (Haven of Hope Christian S&fvk») would provlda 
both basic caro {covorod by managomont foo) and optional 
personal cara services to the occupant at cost 
The terms for provfcJIng such »otvlce» would be covered by a 
Care Services Agreement (CSA) annexed to the Tenancy 
Agroament (TA). 
R«aW©nt$ could onjoy priority In using th« sorvfoot providod by 
the Care Lounge at the estate. 
Home Alone No More 
Convenient Environment 
Customer Oriented Design 
Affordable Pricing 
Comprehensive Care 
Ageing in Place / Healthy Ageing /Companions 
Urban Core Location / Variety of Communal & Commercial Facililies 
MTR station neartty 
Medk^l and Health FBcilitles / Leisure snd Cutturat Faculties / 
Seff-ContaJned Units with taHor-made Features 
Entry Contribution slides with Entry Age/Refund couplcd with Interest Sum 
User-Pays principle supplemented with Guarantor Mechanism 
Basic Cam/OpUongJ Care Package S Permitted Occupier 
Rfif^rml whmavar nRtJO^ry 
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3/F Plan 5/F Plan 
1/F Plan 
Valley 
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7/F - 20/F Plan Studio Flat 




Kerbiess door framo 
Emergency nurse bell 
Double swing door 
Heater Lamps 












Beds are of special design so that 
the resting surface can be slanted. 
2 in 1 




Easy dail/ cleaning is ensured. 
Non-slip floors 
& wider corridor 
Much wider common corridor than 
required by the regulations for 
wheelchair access and more pleas-
ant ambiance tor Interaction. There 
are also seating areas at intervals 
for ttie elderly people to take a rest. 
u i. 
H. 
Special housing versus elderly-inclusive design for ageing in place 
Special Housing 
Specific users. Persons of a young, fit, white 
adult male the yardstick for design. 
Others - older people and people with 
disabilities 一 are not 'normal' users 
They have ‘special needs’ 
Ethos of specialisation and pragmatism 
Tailors the home so it is 'just right' for each 
client group but unsuited to anyone else, can 
never keep up with population ageing 
Stigmatising, segregating 
Inclusive Design 
People are individuals, who have different 
needs during their life course 
Us - we have aspirations as well as 
problems, older people are 'our future 
selves' 
We share 'generic needs' 
Ethos of normalisation and enablement 
Extends the parameters for design until 
almost no one is excluded 
Generic design, design for all, benefits 
everyone 
However, we should cater for their future needs, as more and more people live at the age of 
more than 80. Thus, appropriate facilities and services such as home and community care 
should be made available at later stages of life when needed - assisted living. 
Proposition - Ageing in place in Hong Kong 
Ideology of ageing in place 
-positive understanding of older people and of ageing by the wider society 
-build an ageless society that does not rigidly define age nor create age-barriers 
-older people should not simply be seen as individual needing help but as people having much 
to offer and wanting to give 
- a barrier-free and age-integrated built environment that enables all-age access and 
multi-generationsil encounters 
Why? 
Practical and realistic - Most older people are healthy and independent. Only 10% are frail 
and needing special care. They do not need special housing. 
Many of them tell us do not want to live in special housing; they want to live in an ordinary 
mainstream house where care and support in later life can be provided at home. 
Economical - The operation costs of special elderly homes are much higher than that of 
normal homes with assisted living facilities. This is particularly important for the elderly, as 
they no longer have their own stable income and this can reduce their financial burden on 
younger adults of the family. 
integrated with normal society - people do not live on their own. We depend on our 
families, friends and neighbours, so as the elderly. People are interdependent, in both 
intergenerational and multicultural sense. People are expected to live in the community 
rather than in institutions or specialized environments, no matter what type of people. 
Segregation of different groups of society should be avoided as far as possible. 
The Challenge 
Attentions has to be made for ever-changing standard of life - greater affluence in later life is 
leading to changing aspirations, from the modest expectation of living independently and 
avoiding being 'burdensome' in later life 
How can our conventional housing and community facilities meet these changing needs 
arising from population ageing? This would require further extensive studies on elderly 
distribution, living patterns, etc. and also coordination with concerning parties such as 
caregivers and medical services providers. Last but not least, the government's support and 
subsequent policies would be indispensable in promoting ageing in place. 
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Living In Century Envlroment: Silent 
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lalized 
Studies on Competence vs 
,but not loo many 
they do not consider what will happen when they are 50 or 60 years old. 
omtain in their own hand«. 
h6r« are many dan^ orous po(nU such at sharp edgds an 
Many old people tall down like this and this contril>ute8 to a 
Lawton & Nanemon,1973, found ou thai people an need a level of environmental 
IherBfore, we should think of ways to reduco the 
Studies pfDvwl lhal there is relationsh^ between compression o( mobility vs continued high rates of chronic iHness 
Psychologically and cmotlonaly sound cpfion 
Alremative for old paopla and his fam8y Than nurnery home whbh la not cosf-effactive: compariRon of old paopies service in US: 
ne hoallh medical homo - moro than US$6000 pof month 
id nuralng home - mora than U&$teoOO per month 
• MUuU (Jay uuru - US$2000-3000 p«)R ITHMIUI 
How can archltoctura help? 
‘Case Study: a houw in US, with main space on ths ground floor tor aging In place, the bseemdnt is never used when young but 
« reserved for ttw caretaker when oW 
• Housing with buitt-fn retirement services 
• Case Study of Aft»l8t«d Living -
• doconl, oosy-to-u80 balhinp f 
• transitton porcn acta as twwitton betwcnm pubHc space and indivMual rooms 
• Adaptability/Mocfinabliity-
Wtchen can be converted to puWte dining hati 
Afllnfl 丨 n pfac« requlm: 
‘flAicIWft ctealQn (to think nf living ttwA m kwig aa powUhlA: a q. sti irty room or hftdrnivn cnn hA onnvArtftd to A i^tlAtnr frw fj iti tm 
uMe) 
• aiilv«r6a)dosl9A 
• flexlWo oldors 
• retaining ctiaraclef of the netghbourtiood since H Is supportive (takes cars of the oW peoples f»e«te) DIagfflm: P-E Congruence Approach to Lortg tdrm Card Servioee 
Envlroninoit tal 
-vrrai imectwo 
• Ctuwi atypical pneumonin In 
-Affocta ell a^ e groupa, higl^ est 
• Ma^ grmode transmission le thr 




J Cho Teng Social Svrv/c* Building 
Tung MM Group of Hospiuis 
i with pro-«)de1ing chronto conditions 
exposure to droplets of respiratory secretions from an Infected pereon 
Docign with Dignity for Poopio with 
meChulKngCbsn General Mttnsg$r i for PosHtva Aging 
What laPflmflT^ln? 
Domentla Is charactdnzdd 
CUnlofll f f i f l turw 
Usual ty develops gi 
* Dieordereofcogr 
by a dectina in intelftchiftl function affdctir>g m«nioiy end other coflnWv® functions wWch occurs in claar coosdoutnMfi, uaualiy leading to impaired functioning of daHy activitiM 
itlve tunctton (memory, Judgment, ortontation. < 





-Acute sensifivit/ to the eodal and the buJK environment (Mary 
Mamaii.Juddetai. 
IHies and cognitive deterioration 
litmie 丨丨UitubilKit^  (tf.y. itcH lu 丨0丨y ui 
whon and where to 90) 
9 effort to assist functioning 
9 various types of behaviours e.g. 
- - r oraldKficiiftiefi 
• Design should minimise etrew 
• Try to keep clients comfortabla. &afe ard dean 
»ro poMiUo 
orientation 
Favourable •oatial guatHte^ 
• High coiling lovot 
> Atrium 
• E«i»y fuiK;liMiiriy vi wtukrtt 
.Not using centraiized air-conditioning 
• Good connecilon wrth exierior space for the elderly to take in i o m 
(with negative pr9««ure 
r®OOd 
9 for famly vWls and medical comuOatton 
11 
Multi-purpose room tor each floor • separation room with toilet 
for Quality 
School of Architecture of University ofS 
future gonerationd wiB not bo used to tough lifoatylo) 
ttiflftJa^wloa 
detailed ebid/o 
aim • Idontify tho phys l^ features of tho onvironmont associated with the quality of lito and staft momlo 
Physkal features: Localloo / Outftidd SpacM / Form & CIroula-
tlon / Day Space / Oathroom & Tollel / Private Rooms / Staff 
Spoccs 
Users Requirements: 3 catogortes 
1 support tor pnystcal obiltty & corrtort 
2 support for cognitive abili^ 
litlva impairment 
J that l»o te not rortriclod duo to moblBty pfoWom. I 
people can get out of the flat for community life 
• to wold camcult b«nd down and reach up (Miffening Joint泰)，I 
cause falling triggerB a series of d8t9rk)ration 
plow for certain impoftani dimansions: 
^ftwjolchalr usof ‘ carcglvor • 1700 wkta 
EWeriy+caregiver«1300 wide 
Optimum arm rcach holghl - 600-1200 
people think that th«y dwervd better 
>m9 more affluent 
i be sulficlenl space for accommodailon of rising 
Seelna & Heariiw 
• if people cannot hear depend more on eyesight (use 
•huge design impllcatk>ns 
lets oWo to bo supported In community bccouso patents confu&o 
night and day and cBsUirb other*® normal 6{«9ping 
body-ck?ck maffunctloning 
Pftalftn for coonhhw Imonifm^n! 
• take from experience rather than get used to a 
/authonticfy - truo material rather thon synthctic 
> roducc confusion of different ocnocs futicdesign 9.Q., ekiaily people tend to parceJvo changes 
» barrt«r or 6t«p down, soma are unabto to 
r>g froTD one sida 
iges In seasons and time of the ^ y creates Interest 
, t o communicate with other members of the corn-
el appreciated by the eki«rly than a confined 
kdlhes«meage group 
！urtty may contradict each other 
6t, mors pre{efred way - stay at home m mudi as possible 
rf taking care t ^ tho younger tnerrtbors of the family 
Bhoid.. • chsKpng social trend, design implications. 
L i ff # t i If 1 # f i @ i f i ® s 
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation is one of the largest independent social 
policy research and development charities in the UK. It supports a wide 
programme of research and development projects in housing, social care 
and social policy, he Foundation also carries out practical innovative 
projects in housing and care through the Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust. 
In the 1980s, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation became particularly con-
cerned about the quality of British housing and in particular how inacces-
sible and inconvenient many houses were for large segments of the 
population - from those with young children through to frail older people and 
those with temporary or permanent disabilities. 
In 1991 the Lifetime Homes concept was developed by a group of housing 
experts who came together as the Joseph Rowntree Foundation Lifetime 
Homes Group. Lifetime Homes have sixteen design features that ensure a 
new house or flat will meet the needs of most households. The accent is on 
accessibility and design features that make the home flexible enough to 
meet whatever comes along in life: a teenager with a broken leg, a family 
member with serious illness, or parents carrying in heavy shopping and 
dealing with a pushchair. 
In the mid 1990s the Government indicated its wish to extend Part M of the 
building regulations, which deals with accessibility, to cover houses as well 
as public buildings. After a long period of consultation in which the Founda-
tion was very actively involved, new regulations come into force for all 
housing built after October 1999. The new Part M regulations cover accessi-
bility and Lifetime Homes features add to this the built-in flexibility that 
make homes easy to adapt as peoples' lives change. An earlier research 
report suggested that not only will the occupiers of homes benefit from 
Lifetime Homes, but so too will tax payers - to the tune of £ 5.5 billion over 
sixty years. These savings come from reduced expenditure on adaptations 
and reduced need to move people to residential care. There would be 
further savings in health care and re-housing costs. Organisations building 
homes subsidised with Government money from the Housing Corporation 
have to meet scheme development standards that cover similar areas to 
Lifetime Homes. 
When designing new homes in UK, it is now therefore often necessary to 
take account of three sets of requirements: 
1 Part M of the Building Regulations that has recently been extended to 
include all new homes 
2 Housing Corporation' s Scheme Development Standards, which all 
housing funded with Housing Corporation money must meet 
3 Lifetime Homes standards, which many commissioning clients and local 
authorities now require 
Lifetime Homes standard 9 
In houses of two or more storeys, there should be space on the entrance 
level that could be used as a convenient bed-space. 
The entrance level bed-space can be used as a temporary measure, and is 
particularly useful if a person has a temporary impairment. At least one 
entrance level room will generally have this capacity. All that is generally 
required is careful thought about the siting of switches and sockets. 
Il 》fe!??sl Isyoi i't 
Lifetime Homes standard 7 
There should be space for turning a wheelchair in dining 
rooms, and adequate circulation space for wheelchair us 
Lifetime Homes standard 8 
The living room should be at entrance level. 
as and sitting 
elsewhere. 
Lifetime Homes standard 6 
The width of the internal doorways and hallways should conform to the Part 
M standard shown to the left, except that when the approach is not head-on 
and the corridor / passageway width is only 900mm, the doorway clear 
opening width should be 900mm rather than 800mm. The front door should 
have a minimum 800mm clear opening width. 
There should be 300mm to the side of the leading edge of the doors on the 
entrance level (this would usually only apply to the front door, as other doors 
open into the room). 
m wi m the home 
Part M standard 
Where a lift is provided, it should be suitable for an unaccompanied wheel-
chair user. There should be a clear landing entrance to the lift of 
1500x1500mm, and the minimum internal dimensions of the lift should be 
900x1250mm. The lift controls should be between 900 and 1200mm from 
the floor and 400mm from the lift' s internal front wall. There should be 
tactile control buttons and visual and audible storey indicators in blocks of 
more than three storeys 
Lifetime Homes standard 5 
Communal stairs should provide easy access, and where homes are 
reached by a lift it should be fully wheelchair accessible. The minimum 
dimensions and control positioning/specification should be as described in 
the Part M standard, above, except that the internal dimensions of the lift 
should be 1100x1400mm 
Part M standard 
Doors and corridors should be wide enough to allow wheelchair users to 
manoeuvre into and out of rooms (including one that contains a WC). The 
entrance door must always be at least 775mm in width. The internal 
doorways and corridor widths should conform to the following: Doorway 
clear opening width (mm) Corridor/passageway width (mm) 
750 or wider 900 (when approach is head on) 
750 1200 (when approach is not head on) 
775 1050 (when approach is not head on) 
800 900 (when approach is not head on) 
The width of corridors and doors can make or break the accessibility of a 
home. Careful thought from the outset can mean that a property is very 




Part M standard 
A WC should be provided in the entrance storey of the dwelling and should be 
located so that there is no need to negotiate a stair to reach it from the habitable 
rooms in that storey. The WC compartment should provide a clear space for 
wheelchair users to access the WC. The washbasin should be positioned so that it 
does not impede this access. 
The clear usable space between the front of the WC bowl and the opposite wall/ 
door should be a minimum of 750mm. The distance from the central line of the 
cistern and the adjoining wall should be a minimum of 450mm (as shown in 
diagram 10a). Where oblique access is provided, there should be a minimum of 
250mm to the side of the door (as shown in diagram 10b). The WC door will need 
to open outward. 
Lifetime Homes standard 10 
There should be a) a wheelchair accessible entrance level WC, with b) 
drainage provision enabling a shower to be fitted in the future. 
In dwellings of three bedrooms or more, a wheelchair user should be able 
to close the door from within the closet and achieve side transfer from a 
wheelchair to at least one side of the WC. There must be at least 1100mm 
clear space from the front of the WC bowl. The door of the WC will often 
need to open outward to allow this accessibility. 
In small two-bedroom dwellings where the design has failed to achieve this 
fully accessible WC, the Part M standard WC will meet this standard. 
The Part M standard WC is acceptable in two-bedroom Lifetime Homes or 
smaller. However for three-bedroom houses and larger a fully accessible 
WC is required. In both cases, where possible, an individual' s privacy and 
dignity should be respected whether or not one uses mobility or other 
equipment. 
Given the current width of most wheelchairs, a minimum distance of 
700mm from the edge of the WC bowl to the wall is generally required to 
allow reasonable side transfer from a wheelchair. Diagrams 10c to 10g 
illustrate WCs that meet this Lifetime Home standard (but developers must 
ensure that the Part M measurements in diagrams 10a and 10b are also 
adhered to). 
Ideally, the drainage provision for a future shower should be located within 
the WC. The space at the side of the WC bowl required to allow side 
transfer from a wheelchair can be used for this. Where it is impossible to 
locate the drainage within the WC, provision could be located in an alterna-
tive, convenient position. 
In the diagrams on this page the shower drainage is shown with an ' X ' . 
Lifetime Homes standard 12 
The design should inco_ate: 
a) provision for a future stair lift (diagrams 12a and 12b). b) an identified 
space for a potential through-the-floor lift from the entrance level to first floor, 
for example to a bedroom next to a bathroom (diagram 12c). 
There should be a minimum of 900mm clear distance between the stair 
wall (on which the lift would normally be located) and the edge of the 
opposite handrail/ balustrade. Unobstructed ‘ landings' are needed at the 
top and bottom of stairs. 
yOOmm 
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Adaptability 
Lifetime Homes standard 11 
Walls in bathrooms and WCs should be capable of taking adaptations such 
as handrails. 
Reinforcements should be located between 300 and 1500mm from the 
floor. 
These provisions in the WC and bathroom mean that adaptations can be 
introduced with a minimum of inconvenience. A well-used method to 
reinforce the wails is to provide plywood reinforcements on 25x50mm 
noggins on (typically) 100x50mm studs (Diagram 11b). 
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Lifetime Homes standard 13 
The design should provide for a reasonable route for a potential hoist from a 
main bedroom to the bathroom. 
Well thought-out design (such as that in diagram 13) provides for a future 
track and hoist through a removable floor-to-ceiling panel. Technological 
advances mean that tracks no longer have to go in a straight line and a 
second best solution would be a route for a hoist via the landing. 
Lifetime Homes standard 14 
The bathroom should be designed to incorporate ease of access to the 
bath, WC and wash basin. 
A well laid-out bathroom is appreciated by all. Although there is no require-
ment for a turning circle in bathrooms, sufficient space should be provided 
so that a wheelchair user could conveniently use the bathroom and gain 
side access to bath and WC. 
Gkzim 
Lifetime Homes standard 15 
Living room window glazing should begin at 800mm or lower and windows 
should be easy to open/operate. 
With glazing at an appropriate level, people can enjoy the views through the 
window whilst seated. Wheelchair users should be able to open at least 
one window in each room 
Part M Standard 
Switches and socket outlets for lighting and other equipment should be 
located so that they are easily reachable (i.e. between 450 andl200mm 
from the floor). 
Lifetime Homes standard 16 
Switches, sockets, ventilation and service controls should be at a height 
usable by all (i.e. between 450 and 1200mm from the floor). 
i i 
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In view of the trend of designing buildings with the assumption that all 
users are members of an elite club made of physically fit males, between 
the ages of 18 and 45, who are not excessively tall, short, fat, thin or left 
handed, a working group of architects, product designers, engineers and 
environmental design researchers at the Centre for Universal Design, North 
Carolina State University developed a guideline known as Seven principles 
of Universal Design to help designers to create a living environment that 
caters for all users. Based on these principles, the Adaptable Housing 
Australia developed a set of guidelines suggesting how these principles 
can be applied at homes. A summary is provided here. 
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The design should be useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities 
and should avoid stigmatising users. 
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The design should accommodate a wide range of abilities and individual 
preferences. 
At the planning stage, designers should bear in mind that they will not know 
who will eventually live in the home. The occupants' needs may change 
during the time they live in the properly and if they move out, the next house-
hold is likely to have different needs. Therefore, a flexible approach to design 
means it will be more desirable to a wider range of consumers. 
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3 S B m p i o 
The design should be easy to understand, regardless of the person's 
experience, knowledge, language skills or current concentration level. 
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‘cofiQiiM t-iseiifiai inioniintion ifs u^jrirnindii!；}、 
• 丨mjse leylrjility ol esEential inlorm^ition; “ ‘ 
..助如cmiais in waya that c?.r. be dcscribad {so it 
-P '^isy io give or dimcrions); 
“邮姻 e comp i^HbiHiv with a v i^ri'aty of techniques or devices 
⑶eri by people •改iUi -aensofy ！imitations. • 
4 P e r c e p t i b S e S n f o r m a t i o n 
The design should communicate necessary information effectively to the 
user’ regardless of ambient conditions or the person's sensory abilities. 
‘ w a t niiiys of and tsrrors; 
-provide faii 簡fe fe^ -ttfrei^ ； 
-''^triirviias ."r;d cr?;；}；^  {eq. eltrriiniiit^ -, c. 
.fiiscour^ge unf.onscioii? ^idion in vm^} Vtm require 
''igilance. ‘ 
5 T o l e r a n c e f o r E r r o r 
The design should minimise hazards 
accidental or unintended actions. 
the adverse consequences of 
丫hf? ！teign ahouW: 
''^'iow U：'^. {jHison to wfalst in a n. 
• ''se op^rr t^ing forct??,; 
• ''iii-(!,n!se rv^ p^ vtitive ^diof/s; aiu-； 
•  '""inimisf-i i;f.istalnfKiphy?ic;;j{ i浙oi. 
•i'Ak-ii： 6 L o w P h y s i c a l E f f o r t 
The design should ensure that the fittings can be used efficiently and 
comfortably and with a minimum of fatigue. 
For example, dwellings should be easy to tidy, easy to clean and easy to use. 
TNf design shoui^ l: 
「iiiitJ of si妳 to j'mporjarit {^cmenta for any • prc-vldc；, 
谢fvd nr , : 
‘⑴故e feacn to componenls tofritorlabie for any seate i^ or 
记北〔丨丨叩person; ,.. 
‘ 如 c 卯 k , ！isnd and qilp size;冊cJ provide 
S i ^ e S p a c e for A p p r o a c h 
Appropriate size and spacing should be provided for approach, manipulation 
and use regardless of the person's body size, posture or mobility. 
A U i f i v e f s a i f y - d e s i g n e d i i o m B ” ' i G o s e - n r d e s i g n 
SismhiB and comfortabh for varymg people -ri； d^ffBreni 
stages in irie/r 
Entering the home from the street 
1 Easy-to-find signs and numbers - contrast against their background, 
sufficient size (preferably upper and lower case), with a simple lettering style 
2 Easy approach all the way through - the circulation areas allow any 
occupant, regardless of mobility, to move easily around. This could be 
someone with a broken leg, pushing a walker, using a wheelchair, or being 
assisted by another person. Level change should be avoided. (Barrier-free 
access) 
3 Paths should be direct and have adequate natural and artificial light. 
Two-way switches or movement sensors should be used to control lighting. 
4 Non-obstructing street furniture 
5 Wide parking spaces - enough to allow people to get in and out of their 
car easily with a wheelchair or shopping bags, connected to hazard-free 
path leading to the entrance of the building 
6 Avoid gravel, slippery or unevenly paved paths. Use slip-resistant flooring 
7 Adequate lighting allows people to see when unlocking the door and 
moving around. 
i, latches and handles - easy to see, operate and grasp with 
9 Appropriate heights - people in a wheelchair and small children can 
access the door entry systems and control panels. Provision is also made 
for visitors with impaired sight or hearing by using raised signage and 
audible signals 
10 No long corridors - confusing arid boring corridors should be avoided. 
Wider hallways make it easier for families to pass each other in the hallway 
when rushing to school or work in the morning. 
11 Use contrasting colours on steps and path edges to improve visibility. 
12 Install handrails beside main walkways, steps and ramps. 
The kitenor /ii general 
Colours and f in ishes 
1 Colour and tonal contrast are important for identifying features and 
hazards. They should be used to highlight features and shapes that assist 
partially sighted people to orientate themselves and navigate within the 
building. For example, the door frame is painted a different colour from the 
walls and the lever handle contrasts with the door making it is easier to 
locate a doorway. 
2 There should be no reflective finishes, such as high gloss tiled floors or 
complex patterns on the walls or floors as this can produce glare and 
disorientate users and can confuse people with poor vision. 
3 There should be a contrast between the floor, the walls and the ceilings 
for improved spatial perception so as to enhance body balance. 
4 Non-slip flooring should be use as far as possible. 
L i g h t i n g 
1 Uniform lighting should be employed to avoid pools of light and dark that 
can cause disorientation. 
2 Lighting is positioned so that it does not produce glare from surrounding 
material or dazzle occupants. Occupants are able to control lighting levels, 
including natural daylight, to avoid being dazzled or to increase lighting to 
perform a task. 
3 There is provision for task lighting in the kitchen, work areas and over the 
bathroom hand basin and for specific tasks such as reading. 
Fitttngs and equipments 
1 Easy-to-find controls such as lighting switches, air conditioning, heating 
and lift call buttons are so people know where they are. 
2 Equipment such as fans, air conditioning or the fuse box are easy to 
locate and operate. All components can be comfortably reached from a 
seated or standing position. Variations in hand and grip size are accommo-
dated. 
3 Essential information can be easily found, read and understood. 
4 Reduce the need to bend or stoop by designing appropriate storage and 
utility areas. 
5 Install smoke detectors and emergency lights in bedrooms, hallways and 
main living areas. 
6 Install a light switch and telephone near the bed. 
1 Windows should be designed to allow people with various heights and 
different physical abilities to open them easily. People do not have to stand 
on a chair to reach the controls and all handles and catches are easy to 
operate. 
2 The height of the windows allows a seated person to see the view 
outside whilst maintaining privacy. The view from the window should not be 
obstructed. 
^.loving through the home 
1 Layout should be simple and logical. 
2 Moving furniture and other awkward tasks should be made easy and safe. 
3 Doors should be positioned to assist easy circulation and are wide 
enough to allow easy access. 
4 The doors should have lever door handles instead of knobs. Everyone 
will find the door easier to open including people with dexterity problems, 
arthritis or the shopper with a bag of groceries in each hand. 
5 People who are right or left-handed can access and use facilities in the 
home. 
6 Adequate storage should be provided beside the entrance door for 
outdoor clothes, baby equipment, sports gear or aids for older or disabled 
people. 
7 Storage space should be accessible to all people. The storage unit has 
adjustable height shelving, sliding doors and an interior light. 
For inui t i-storey units 
1 There should be an area at the entry level that could accommodate a 
bed if required In the future. This allows a parent to care for a sick child 
while they attend to their other daily duties or elderly who cannot manage the 
stairs to use as bedroom. 
2 There should be a wheelchair-accessible toilet on the entry level of the 
dwelling allowing a friend who cannot climb stairs to visit. 
t'^ lnitiiJii^ atiic (iUitLer ol siep^  or cnai^ es of 丨eve! b /tciuct 
he risk of t^ iU, Whr^ro Gtcps r仍 m巧vc^i^obis; the； hcicf； 
shDulci he consistftnt. 
GuidBiines for 
Stairs, ramps & lifts 
1 The handrails on stairs run continuously along the full length of the 
staircase and around any intermediate landings with the handrails continu-
ing beyond the first and last step. This allows people to know where the 
stairs start and finish and offers support. 
2 There should be tactile cues to give contrast to every steps when viewed in 
perspective. 
3 The stairwayshould be well lit. 
4 Use ramps instead of stairs where possible. 
5 Where changes of level are necessary, ensure that they are clearly visible 
with colour change in floor covering. 
L aim iffy and dryhig area 
1 The laundry facilities should be located near the kitchen or work areas. 
2 There should be a work surface that allows people to sit and fold laundry. 
3 Balconies used as drying areas are more preferab le to cantilevered drying 
rack. (HK) 
IJvmg Areas and Bmlrcoms •• 
1 When furnished, rooms are of a size and shape that offer space for 
circulation and access to each item of furniture, storage, windows and 
appliances. 
2 Living areas and bedrooms have several electrical, telephone and cable 
outlets to ensure flexible furniture arrangement. 
3 Switches and sockets contrast with the background and can be reached 
easily from a sitting position. 
4 General storage is provided for suitcases, equipment and hobbies. 
O i J i s k i e ！ m m a r e a , b a l c o n y , p o r c h 
1 There is a level threshold and wide doors accessing the balcony. 
2 The communal and private balconies offer a change of scenery and a 
chance to see what is happening locally. (These can also be places to grow 
flowers and enjoy the sun). 
3 The balcony is designed to ensure a combination of view, privacy and a 
sense of safety. 
4 The balcony has a smooth, non-slip surface with minimum joints. This can 
prevent people from tripping or slipping on the floor while cooking a barbe-
cue. 
5 Railings or guards allow views both outward and downward from a sitting 
position. 
6 Occupants are protected from cold prevailing winds. 
7 There is privacy from adjacent balconies. 
Serviced Ar&ss 
Bathro^. 
The majorffy of CfO!?ir>-lv aoci^lenls occtir in ths kite lien aici Design features in the bathroom are flexible to accommodate a wide range 
of users and their changing needs, such as the walls adjacent to the toilet 
and around the bath which will accommodate grab and support rails at a 
later date. 
Free space on at least one side of the toilet improves accessibility. 
The towel rail is strong enough to double as a grab rail if required. 
The space along the full length of the bath makes it easier for parents to 
bathe small children and to clean the bathtub. 
Entry into the shower is level allowing easy access for a wheelchair. 
The shower floor drains quickly avoiding puddles or escaping water. 
The slip-resistant floor, shower and bathtub help prevent accidents. 
The shower head is vertically adjustable to different heights or can be used 
by hand for maximum flexibility. 
The location of shower and bath taps are easily reached from outside the 
fixture to allow access to adjust the water temperature before stepping in. 
The wash basin is fitted in a way that allows people to lean on it for safety. 
The bath is not positioned under a window. Occupants do not have to climb 
in and out of the bath to open and close the window. 
The lever taps are easy to turn on and off and easily identifiable through 
colour coding. 
A thermostat control is installed on the hot water supply to avoid scalding of 
older people and children. 
Toilet doors should open outwards. 
1 Use slip resistant flooring and avoid steps. 
Provide handles and bars near baths, in showers and adjacent to toilets for 
elderly and disabled users. 
Design and install child resistant cabinets for medicines and hazardous 
substances. 
Comply with Australian Standards that specify minimum distances between 
water sources (baths, basins, tubs) and power points. 
Comply with Building Code of Australia (BCA) requirements for outward 
opening WC doors or hinges that can be removed from the outside. Many 
heart attacks occur in WCs with the victim blocking inward opening doors. 
Ensure that privacy locks on bathroom doors can be opened from the 
outside in the case of an emergency. 
Provide a night, light or movement sensitive light switch in the passage for 
safe access to the toilet at night. 
Modify showers to measure at least 900mm x 1200mm. They should not 
have any steps or be located over a bath. Solid walls on two sides are 
v V (i fC 
The kitchen is designed to be convenient and safe for all users. It accommo-
dates the appliances and equipment that users are likely to need and has 
adequate, accessible and clearly identifiable storage for food and utensils. 
The stove space is situated away from a window, to avoid curtains creating a 
fire hazard. 
Storage and shelves are easy for people to reach and are of an adjustable 
height. They have pull out drawers on easy gliders. 
Walk-in cupboards and shelved kitchen units make access easier. A Lazy 
Susan turntable is also a good solution for deep cupboards. 
Handles allow people to open and close drawers easily. 
The worktops are continuous, providing a setdown space near the fridge 
and stove. 
All worktops have rounded post-formed edges as people may lean against 
them. The edges and splash-backs are defined with a different colour 
assisting people with failing sight or poor dexterity. 
Adjustable worktops and kitchen units allow for different heights. This allows 
young children or seated older people to be involved in preparing dinner or 
doing the dishes. 
The height of the sink is adjustable and all pipe connections are flexible 
enough to do this. Pipes are situated through the rear wall or ducted against 
it. There is insulation to the bottom of the sink and pipes that will prevent 
people from being burned. The sink bowl is convenient for use and yet is 
shallow enough not to interfere with knee space below it. 
Sockets are in reach by people standing up or sitting down. 
All appliances are functional and convenient to use. 
1 Design for unobstructed access to the work triangle (the area containing 
the stove, sink and refrigerator). 
日iminate or reduce cross traffic through the work triangle. 
Protect hot plates with a guardrail or deep setback and use fire resistant 
finishes adjacent to and above the cook top. 
Round-off bench edges and comers. 
Design heatproof benchtops or inserts either side of oven and grill for rapid 
set down of hot dishes and trays. 
Locate microwave ovens above the eye level of children or at back of a 
bench to prevent them gazing into it. Have the microwave checked regularly 













Area 3 (sa.ml ‘ Total Ar«a (sa.ml 
2 Lobby 
3 Recept ion 二: 
4 Securi ty 
S M a i l r o o m ——. 
6 Manager 
7 Activity r o o m 
8 Soc ia l staff of f ice 
9 Health off ice 
10 L i b r a r y — — 一 
11 Ma in lounge 
Laundry 
13 Ki tchen 
14 Sun room 
15 Resident assistant 
16 Mechanica l 
17 Gardener 's r o o m 
18 A rea management 
19 Wai t ing r o o m i 
2 0 Rentable off ice space' 
21 Pott ina shed 1 




s e c u r i t y 
w i n d and fog 
for 
secur i ty . by ribbon 
North facade bc-foro restoration North and Eo$t facadcs after restoration 
Identif ied 
- I m a g e of building 
S t r a t e g i e s 
• top a m 
- i n btn, 
corr idor 
on the w h i t e wal ls 
- p r o t r u s i o n s front 
m o n o l i t h 
monolith 




cntranco of the building gatehouse on the street where 
residents can await transportati 
Background 
1 incubator of crime and violence, a deteriorating file cabinet 
for probhrri families 
2 Tearing down is not on!/ expensively wasteful, but also 
raises ths sp^ictci' of an actual not dcclino in the supply cf 
pub l i c御 assisted housing for those of i。w and mociaratc 
income 
3 Instead, the government dotcrminod to save the building and 
turn it into housing for the elderly, using a combination HUD 
funds and proceeds from the city ordinance requiring down-
tovm commercial developers to build or contribute to the 
construction or rGhabilitalion of housing. 
_ -边 J迴 
Archiixct: Marquis Associates (Robert Marquis, Cathy Simon 
and Gita Dov) 
Graphic designer: Deborah Sussman, Los Angeles Olymic, 
consultation on colour 
Sccicit scientist: Clare Cooper Marcus, University of California 
college of environmental design at Berkeley, represent the 
behavioral needs of the elderly in the design proccss: visitod 
comparable higliriGG projects for the elderly, reviewed the 
existing literature on housing design for tho elderly, then 
t^ngaged in design brainstorming sessions and crillquc-d 




















































ing to the 
ceiling, 
possibi l i ty of personalization 
individual identity to the units 
bottom off the kitchen windows along 





A bright lobby 




i l f l W f i ^ J r f f f f f l l ^ ^ l a r f l e , squarish room of high flexibil ity 
i i A W备 r i r叩S ;邮A f b l ^ f S期明 a於 I f卵 i m f t t t l l ^ f J I f f 
case the scene 
bring in morning sun; 
^^ckgrpund 
1 The red brick building tokos up on outstanding site in the Het 
Ouda Noordcn district of Rotcrdom to replnce tho former 
Q^rgwcg Hosptial. From hero the 12-stGrGy building slopes 
over a length of 153 metres to the 4-storey building at the 
Agathastraat and tho fringe of tha BorgwcgptanlsoGn. 
toM工糖 





^ ^ 板 ‘ r••丨 d — « nelahboumwd i 
Therapy Ofice 丨 Day-care centre i Groceiv Store 1 
A a a J U i g j n l . Af«»/p (tq.ini 
0.90 
0.501 
Building Neighbourhood w i t h 
neighbourhood 
w i t h i n w a l k i n g 
eople from 
atr ium abo 
ge public 
neighbourhood , is 
:tore w i t h 
including 
from 
‘ b y 
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w i t h fountain, pond 
long 
than segregated on 
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Wide public medical 
atr ium a c c o m m o d a t e s a medical unit w i t h 20 day-
w e l l as room for a physiotherapist , 
for in 
Al l 195 t w o - and three- room apartments in th< 
they are suited for care and nursing 
w i t h a disabi l i ty as wel l as for regular l iving. It i 
for a couple to live in the same ouse 
lecome ill or bedridden and in 
No forced removals and thus no 
in human 
possib i l i ty o 
wi l l 
K i tchen 
for 
for 
A d a p t a b l e 








2 R e c e p t i o n 
3 M u l t i - p u r p o s e s p a c e 
4 Pub l i c D i n i n g A r e a 
5 P a l m g a r d e n a n d s o l a r i u m 
6 R o s e g a r d e n a n d av ia r y 
7 C o n s u l t a t i o n z o n e 
8 S ta f f c h a n g i n g 
9 S ta f f r o o m — 
I p P u b l i c p e d e s t r i a n p a s s a g e 
1 1 L a u n d r y 
1 2 D 绅 v e r y z o n e 
1 3 O f f i c e 
14 A te l i e r " — 
15 M e c h a n i c a l 
A r e a / p ( $ q . m ) 
触 鹏 _ 
1 Architccts arc a l i o d upon to umanize? tlio hospice 
situated in the cloistcr of 二n ancient seminary dating from 
1845. Communal rooms oF 30-40 beds have to bo transformed 
to smaller roorns. Duo to economic reasons, some collective 
rccms are still reloinc-d: 40% of 4-bcd rooms and 30Va cf 2-bed 
i^ocms. Single rooms are of toss thon 20%. 
2 Tho 3-storcy building is of a symmetric ond orthogonal layout 
to at-ticiilatc the oroa composed of small dctachod houses on 
one side and tiio brgo park on tho edgs of River Loire. On Uio 
SGiUh side, a linear wing gives a monumentc! facodo to tho 
green Epaco. At the bsck, the old cloistcr surrounds a 
rectangular courtyard of 25m x while in tho north side of 
the building, a chapol is ct the ccntro, creating Uvo smaller 
coui lyards. 
L^oJoctJjJam 
Arch丨tsct: Philippe Aituin, Jcan-Pau! r.lauduit and . 
Ostrov/skj 
_纖 





o a l low 
is added for 
into the building thanks to a 
through the building 
pool 
is reinforced by 
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0 . 6 4 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 6 0 
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0 . 5 3 
0 . 3 9 
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0 . 1 9 
0 . 2 1 




l ight -weight 
dining spaci 
c o u r t y a r d of 1 




Longitudinal Scstion through atrium 
S p e c i a l l y - d e s i g n e d for p r i v a c y 
highly 
Its c l a r i t y 
its funct ional i ty 
can 
trium 
autonomy for all: the 
bodied now have tl 
( , i n 
possibi l i ty 
pedestr ian w i t h c o m m u n i t y 
relat ionship o1 
iways 
w i t h buffer 
dwel l ing unit 
tdoor gai 
c i rculat ion 
pedestr ians , b icyc les 
public 
ATM 1 fig m\ Afti2(ttt.in) Aniliifljn) Ani4(«fljn)'Arta6l«ojn) Ar«a6(t<iJn) ArMTIifLm) ToMArti ftajnl (laml 
？幽麵—Cj 
1 This popular Danish A!drecenter locatcd in tho Copenhagen 
suburb of Herlcv features different types of housing for 
diff^irent age groups with the provision of facilities, both for llio 
fesidcnis and the neighbourhood. 
This 100-unit daveJopmeriJ has 56 ono-b^droorn units (44 for 
elderly), 12 cohousing units for elderly, and 20 tvvo-BR units 
2nd 12 threo-BR units for families. 
Architect: Tluire, Niclson, and Rubow 
Completion Date: 1993 
neighbourhood 
surrounding 
Dwel l ing Units 
Units located along Iho pedestrian street 
_ taKo advantage o! the surrounding l^ndscapG 
• pallos on both sides 
h 0* 10* 20- 30-
^^ OU nu imi 
l i a s - I E
 - R g 
Background 
Th i^ site is Vial and suburb an, villa torritof>' noar tho edgo cf the 
sleepy little town of Lcibnitc, which lies on the plain about 30 
nines south of Gr32 closo to the Slovenian border. The eld 
home contains 19 single rooms v.'Uh integrated 
balhrcoms along wilh community rooms including a chape丨， 
Surgeries, services and administration. It is intended for those 
unubla to look after themselves, providing nicdica! services 
^nd around tho clock nursing when neccssary. 
Two blocks of have contrasting charcictors: a thin single-
one with rcoms which foces v/ost end 3 bro.ider double-
'oadDd main block of communal facilities fttcirig south. 
tofeU趣 
Architect: Klaus Kada 
G/F Plan 
朋 M朗 J m i T R Q“秘 Ml! 
H i g h l e g i b i l i t y t h r u 
k n o w i n g is 
w i t h 
- t h e bui lding is s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
t h r e e s p e c i a l gi 
the a n g l e shift , 
c u t s k y l i g h t . 
- v a r i a t i o n s 
i m p o r t a n t , l e a v i n g t h e 1 
different , d e p e n d i n g on 
r o o m s w i t h 
w i t h fixei 
o v e r h a n g i n g 
d i a g o n a l l y 
ire e q u a l ly 
bui ld ing 
is looking at 
at t h e 
l ift , 
t h e inv i t ing 
l ight off its 
w i n g 
on 
w i t h 
g i v i n g 'S out 
f r o m 
1； Entrance — 
2 Common Room — 
3 Chapel 二 
4 ! l 9 Individual Private "Room 
^ ( ^ e 二: 
Surgery / Treatment 
7 Void…―一 一 
8,Glazed GaHerY 






out to help br ing in 
shift in angle stresses the independence 
wi th the links at first floor level mai 
that they are t w o 
interior organization 
l iving 
with t imber 
parabola, 
colour In 
- t h e construct ion 
pillars am 
flexibi l i ty 
iFacllltvArea Total Area (8a.m)T^  Area/p (8a.m^ 
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 ？ ： 一 
B l d i g r o u n d 
Since the beginning of 13S05, the 4CC 
<i-ivclopnicnt is under slov/ mutation. 
unit Icrgo housing 
The rohabiiitation activities in Iho whole region have a commor 
crnphDSJS of not to reallocate to other housing, not even to osk 
them rrjova out t^mporsr i l / during the retrofit works. 
Therefore, no demolition of c'welfing units h allowed. 
300 s抓con ta ined apartments in 15 storeys and 130m in 
length, already gone through emergency works Ion years 
bsfcre to improve the functioning of entrance halls and rcfucG 
collection iocotions. 
二 編 飄 f 觀 i W s ^ a ^ 、 、 - . 
T e c h n i c a 薫 
improvement o 
if e lect r ic i ty 
brought to the front 
leutralize the 
two-str ip effects, take off until 6 c m the 
by 
Prgjoet Team 
Archilccl; Qernafd i ：Claude Tautsl 
CoRipctitioR 1S93 
Construction Sopt 1934 to Feb 1335 
thickening w i t h 
thicken for 
BR 
- a l l o w s the extension of the living room (originally 16 sq.m) 
without increasing the rentable area 
iOm in width , they are of depth 1.60m for the 1BR units 
up to 4m for the 3BR units, or the greatest permissible 
by 
from direct sunl ight , 
the public spac 
Typical f iosr plan 
Typical section 
by posts. T h e i r landings at G/F. 
from 
facel ift ing of high-
West facade 
S t r u c t u r a l s t rengthening by bui lding form 




them 丨n p lace by 
叫 a i l at junction of existing block and prefabricated component “ ffof 
Structuralism 
叩 t : orchitccturc is used to provide a spatial framework 
t i^rcugh v/hich users 丨nfiucnce a buildings design 
straUgy; 
1 to create a series of cellular spaces that the individual 
'nhahitonts could occupy and make their own. These spaces 
'^C-re Unkcd by corrmon areas where individuals could meet, 
2nci a spatisi hisrsrchy was thus cleveiopsd bctwe叨 privnts, 
semi-public and public areas. 
2 To assist in this personalizing process, it is deliberately 
unfinished in order to oncourogc individual occupants lo install 
their own po^soDSions and impot,G Iheir persons! identity on 
ths! spaces. 
Application: analogy of the traditional villa go with its streets 
square; different zones are dofinsd with tha ho!p of such 
3rch)tec!urnt deviccs as seating nreas, stable doors and 
interior windows 
？—幽 U 翅 
Architect: Architect: Herman Hcrtzbcrg'^r 
Complcticn Date: 1374 
vf^r^SmsU 
Flexibi l i ty for changing 
• prefabricated 
1 interchangeable 
on a module for 
• incomplete both in 
has been left del iberately r a w 
w h o live there can finish it by 
take it over for 
w i n g s joins each of 
atr ium flooded w i t h 
w i t h 
for 
form 
sunlight, open in 
such 
C o m m u n a l l iving at 
1 . v . . 
F 
drinking 
c o m m u n a l for 




their doors w i t h 
as part of their homes, it thus 
di rect ly adjoining 
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，•，••一J ‘ a n 
tf 口 g 曙 n 




- a number 




ire kept, over th< 
w i t h goats, chickens, 
in the pond 
highly appreciated by the 
for surrounding regi 
developed 
both of w h o m there is 
- t w o greenhouses for cul t ivat ion 
for 
, f o r 
l itt le c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
vegetables 
H朴 II a 114} 
IWUVM 
h 
f u n c t i o n i n g 
2 Safe and 
continunity , all publ ic 
level , es( 
used for 
»s into existing c i ty centres w i t h 
thus improving eff ic iency of its 
path 
w i t h not 
be 
should be made during planning stage 
all c o n c e r n e d discipl ines should be engaged in this 
such as associated g o v e r n m e n t d e p a r t m e n t s , 
n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l organizat ions , fac i l i ty and 
圔Hffl圔 
Banior from busy traffic 
feature 
givos Identlij/i Intemst & IHe to the plaza 
‘cmates desirable sound to cover up 
Connection to other plazas, facilities 
Plaza 2 • opon spaco for largB'ScalB actMtlos 
1 Stage for activities 
-stage for performances 
CBlBbratlons of fBSilvals 
2 Proximity to shops 
-affracfs people by satisfying shopping 
attracts elderiy through shoppers 
walking by at low spBBd, sheltemd 
Plaza 3 • hoart of shopping contm 
1 open space fully Integrated with shops 
• good Indoot'ouidoor relationship through 
covered walkways corridors & access to 
shops 
_ no envelope at periphery 
2 shopping blocks Integrated with landscape 




Large shopping mall bmken down to small 
building blocks to allow open spaces in 
between 
• Small blocks at different level to give life, 
faction, striding path & resting place 
-Maximum dif/erence in level 3,0m from one 
place of interest to another 
• Human scale blocks of 2''Storey for shopping 
malls 
-High variety of paths from fast and direct 
access to garden-llko striding path 
-Barrfer-free access int _ 
path, landscape & shopping ma" 
• 4 Large plazas at 4 ditt 
Important functions 
• Easily r&cognlzable squares with different 
features and qualities 
Shatin, HK 
Kwong Yuen Estate 
Kwong Lam Court 
Sloping site solved by 
interweaved plazas, 
streets, greenery and 
facilities 
4 blocks of Y4 Type 
2 blocks of Y3 Type 
1848 units 
Kmngiwm 辦 











p a ^ M 
Plaza 4 - plaza at bus temtlnus 
1 landmark: bell towor 
-gives Identity to tho place s 
whole housing estate as It can be seen froir, 
various places due to much lower shopping 
-concentmtlon of doctors for choice & 
convenience 
-clinics on 1IF, the only shopping block 
acesslbiB by lift 
-pharmacy & personal care at GIF 
form courtyards r f ; 
ale opt 
space for more 
intimate activities 
designed to be 
Intimate spat:e for 
special Interest 
Naturally lit and Possible extension of shop 
ventilated activities Into squares 
circulation spaces 
Planters should be of appropriate 
heights to offer informal seating 
Variety of uphill access 
1 PirBci Path • Cworerf Stain 
• fast ft convmnleni uphill act 
• visual connection to plazas 
-physically demanding 
uphill access 
• only available for a 
short path duo to high 
HHI^HIHRFi 
• B ^ y >pplng mall Staircase of dif/erent form, width, steepness & spatial qualities 1 integrated to give easy recognition and cater for possible activities 
with landscape and j 
Corridor space with light WBIIS to 
facilitate natural lighting and yentilation 
serv/ces shaft and fnter> 
storey visual connector 
This creates a 
circulation and the door • 
entrance which can be personalized with 
greenery gods and ob/ecfs 
condition solved by 
1 gentle meandering 
and staircases, 
th€ 
Large balconies at both ends of 
residential block developed into: 
〜ci :i MMCHMrm 
f M m 
CeiitijaUzefLcJiculaliaa.pMtb 
• Central covered path as the main axis of pedestrian circulation 
-Path integrated with market, shops and plazas, becomes a 
series of events 
-Staircases and lifts to suit different gradient 
-Buildings of different heights as connectors: publicized lift 
U 「S i j ^ l i i l l l fel ^ i 
//厂 
So Uk Estate was completed between 1960-1963, with 
Facilities Include school, 
,medical care and social service, 
to solve the probtem of lack of housing in the 1960s. 
At the end of 1960s, a carpark with restaurant at ground floor 
was added to cater for the residents needs. 
Olher major renovation worte indude： 1 In 胡 alatlon onm, 1995 
2 Installation of escalator at Lily Plaza. 1999 
3 Improvement of Security system, 2003 
4 Improvement of Orchid Garden, 2003 
of reslddntlal blocks ard provided, with variation in 
(sinQle-toaded or double-loaded corridor, one 
corridor or several winga), unit size (ranging from 4-
flat of 19.51 m'' to 11-person flat of 49.05 m^ and 
of services space. 
Sizes in persons 
224 
1,166 
WhM «!• IM Is handover to th» rasidMts, It Is in th« form of a 
is only partitioned into main living spacvy kitclwn, balcony und toilal 
mldftiits In tlM flat added th« partitions to divlda th« main spac« fui 




A packa0»d-typ« A/C unit U mMmd. Thsy 
natural ventilation to carry away tho heat 
are op«n. Th« A/C is on only whMi: 
InsMo ttio flat If an windows and 
1) T h m are mor» than 3 persons in th* flat, which i 
hMt sources In tho f1at| 
2) Their chlldran, herVf sine* tiMy hava hloh«r •xp^ctations 
y protect th« tpac* a{ 
Interior •nvbronmant， 
throw rubbish through the biricony and these 
丨 th« balcony downstair by wind; 
I caso»y th« unit is c I o m to the •talroaM, wh*r« p«opki * 
Voids for flexibility 
-nature丨 lighting and 
ventilation 
-accomodation of building 
services 
accomodation of lifts 
adaptation for future needs 
l l l i l l l l l illtltttitlP 
i i l l l lllifllll lltlllh 
llltilllllliilillill-
lllll lililliil liiii 
liillliii lllilllll 
iiiii lllilllll mil 
譯 、 - 講 . 。 
_ • “ , ' 、 “ 〜 ‘ . , . . . . . ， 
l i i i i i i i i l i i i i l i i l p i p 
:!1啡1!111丨_11丨1_1丨1_， 
, | _ 服 _ _ | _ 二 ; 
Corridors of Y-type blocks 
E l d o r l y - d o m i n a t e d 
Need different resting spaces with 
-ambiance & activity (random 
Easy access to these spaces should be ensured. 
Activltie* organized by day care centr«® A non-^^mnwiUl organUatlons (NQO) The famott春 revting •ptic^ M Ctwung FM Straet 
Original entrance to block with stairs 
響 
M i ‘ . 、 
i i
 移 . 紛 . l ^ L P 
the district 








Uw city fobiic end only slops ctmi on 
塞 t t i m ara only midante using t 
within tht estate. No othor p«opto wi 
through thtftll* to get to tlwottwr si 
•Itau 
Howtvw, H Is ona of th« most piMunt STM 
the city: oreanMy’ friendly resManta and 
unique archftoctural MtUng • t t fct poopto 
iwftt for iiionwi0 •xsroiSB* 
Ottwra Inciuds formw ratidMite who toft h i 
for financial or fanityrtMons but •Imply ml 
th« ptoc* wnd come back her* for strolling 
•round. 
th* slop* condition*, whD» gdn 
tpratar slopes rathw than 
MttMymmuchwMtrmdttwy 
Ith vohiouUr drculatfons, thus 
tthal{ 
bus 11 lhamir 
itothei 
Th« only pub 
Mtate would 
flnmcfaUbun 





Existing pubHc facHUIes 
Low-usage and abandoned buildings 
buildings 
t e r ^ i # s m I B 
Living 
；Uving with elder sbter, son & Ns famHy 
I Mongkok and then Ngau Tau Kok, vit at So Uk Estato ond knew ffie 
I became socially attached to here and therefore 
requested to be relocated here. 
iQAblKy.Noproblom 
a wllhin tfi8 building: Easy, m tho corridor li 
» to the building: do not need to rest before reaching home 
Unit 
Use o( balcony: dry ctothes end quilts, venlilalion. Hflhllnfl, cooking, 
connection with extertor (view) 
Um of windows: llQhting, ventilation 
Paititlonod into bedroom and IMng room: Yw, for privacy 
B ^ typ«: ordinaiy (ingle b«d. cannot climb up for bunk bod 
Cooking space: stes ok, facHity ok, prepare food at horn® 
Dining space: In Hvkto room, morty eat at home 
Hygiene facility: combined toilet and shower, no pi 
e balcony.!! iripsontott 
I know many r««W«nte Nre, though I cannot mmember their rwm»9. Th^yareaHmyb 
clotWna when I 
0345 pnysical exercise at the upper garden, sky Is darX but there to 
iting. there is no p ^ e but feel safe m I have nothing 
I sell rwwpaper her 
day and sometimes 
have to repay the deficit to the U4}pli6r. I 
this QivM me a Mnse of •chievtmsnt, I can c posdng b/ at tho plaza, i know thorn aU thou their nemoe_ buM do remambor which newQpepor th«y re 
havo nothing to do. Boforo, I etoyod at homo and did no 
WM always elck. Now I am much heaftNor and tupptor. 
I em eo afraid thatlwdlbe (he burdon of the ti 
t give th«n money. Theyt 
1 don't want to stand this i 
I lo a separata 
I 68tft6 OflC® 
ss I fight with my son and call tho pdlcc, tf 
artmsnt will solvt the problem. Anyway. I likt thrino here. 
B to load a communal ffo, c«h«tvrtM. 
Mm at the daycare centra. } pf«far ran* 
than organized activities. 
haw gone 
rg* and are 
My cataract U cured there, 
I go to t lw private doctor Nq at tha estate. 
»weakening ol tt>e stomach, I cannot eat much and 
\ I take-away frc 
meandmysist 
ost of the time. I 
Environment 
)n:> 20 years 
unil:2d.29m' 
peraon: a.7em» 
riglnaify 5, with all 4 ftons and daughtor^, but 
morHed end movoci to privato houeing ot Chefl 
lypA： Uvinfl wtth a，on & adaightftr 
history: befofs lived In Kwun Tbng, Ngau Tau Kok and 
3 hew when there waivAoancy 
Jtstrtct 
y of getting out of the dsWct onc8 a wook, onJy at w»ek-
HmychlWron 
1 frjnt, hAVA QAt IMAri to thft ftlOfM, 
going up,l td«p«nd6onhowfnany 
tk wHhin fwtntA? on I 
B l t f n carrying 
/ In the dbtrict 00 to yum cha. go to tho maikot for food ivKj 
shopping 
Residence Block: Maple House 
UftPK^tltyse 
Walking Ability： Nop 
Acc«ss within fh«b( 
proach, con have good. 
Access io the bu)(<2lng:i 
not, hood to tako rest bi 
I: M s y a n d p l e a s a n t a s 
iwahd i n制 o n 
s wtien carryinQ heavy things, if 
Ing home 
unit 
Usd of balcony: diy dolheft and quilts Uso of windows liahting, ventilation 
Paititlonad Into bedroom and IMnfl K 
Bod typ»: ordi iwy t lhgl* bod tor myMtf, bunk bwHormyc 
Cooking spaco^ elzo ok, focflity ok, proporo food at homo fc 
forrnore than 1 person 
i  livi g room: Ym. my chUdrm need 
>om, mostly ea 
Bdtoltetendeh 
Washing clothes: machine wash ^ dry £ 
« difflcutl to UM, tJ 
Dintng spece: In U 
Hygiene faclBty.c 
shipping space: access balcony 
ige of daily gadgets: enough space, h 
photoe of my cNldran, objects of porponal 
snt.Bometimes mad newspaper but prefer 
inal history 
less tiring 
Artifldal Ughflng: onV turn on at i ^ t w 
tor daytime. Rght from access baloony e 
dent for housework 
Daily ActlvHIet 
im«8 th«y buy m« Aomft-
when lgo to thamar to t Wo 
Thoy helped me to go mrough 
opUfni»tic with them. 
wiihneHH^relnttie 
ronepereon) 
goods in the maiiceta and 
Yum chfl with the other eon and daughter at weekends. 
/myohik>renaro90odtomaBt>dli 
B flat and In return I can tako cars of them and thetr house. I 
e for tong tkne and I love Meing people that I know 
I do not want to move, even Hone day, an my chiUren 
d leave tho estate. I guess I wM here and lot 1h«n 
have th«ir own family l i fe. 
I do not think that I need bf lvelnofd peoplM homes; I lika to live h my 
real home and I hay/e one alrsady. l<tonott««th«r«aftonto0oand 
|fv« thor« I am very t i c k . 
Ufe Affected by Health Condition 
I hav« 9000 through an operation du« to uterus CAr>c«rln 1M 
was flpiiiuially down lor several yean bMftUM I stayed at t> house an the tkrte. After I go out more and ctiat wim others e 
now I am spinfciaRy much healthier. 
Occupation: sdcurtty guard. Thursday to Tues-
Ihough t cannot romomborti 
sisters. They ahvays give n 
paper. They ar9 very nl 
9 prepare and have (unch 
Q go logging around Ihe estate and chat wl^ people IMngbi the 
estate 
leoOQOtowoik 
0030 b*ck home from work 
J a derK In a $mall offic®. bullh^nilww ixtik-
i.ltlaoflowpayanddlWctrtt andk 




I do notthlnkthatlwIHooandWainoWpoopteehomoewhonlgrDw 
I up and IMVM m«. it la h«r bualn^M, she 
m. but {pretor to stay here. OidDOootM 
ing for Senior Citizens. I am used to Hve in flats 
:hen and toitet, how can 1 eham these fa^rnies 
> J do not know other tonantB before movfng in. k 
Life AffMtttd by Health Condition 
i it Is reaR/ ex 
imanyeldefty(nlh«eslal0whos 
because of this walk every day when they v 
»ad a dfficunttfe because d this./ 
on from the eun or rain for the path, you 
bScs very skM.Hrrwy take them 45 






But In ganoral tht »v)ng envlronmam Is quite wen, the 
bgdtmon^ yfrom 
I do not go out of the estate 
becaiisa nothing to 
on foot, hava get used to the siMp slope, 
al implications 
ttwbank 
Th» slope hero le Bleep, I know, bul I have atrwcfy q o I uood lo H. I 
can sR down at various pdnte «nd take rMte. ItUkoclongtlm^fo 
ay as I have nothing to cio. 1 would not take 
nt to spend money on that, I do n 
ny family. 
Entertainment reading 
Artificial LKjhttng： 1 always turn on all the light tubes ii 
andl 10 ca 丨丨 the Starr of Vie SV^ to chtftfie the 
t u 棚 freqyentty belore they turn yellow and d _ i 6 h 
8ity, but they are really nice and helpful. 
In the ftat thdro is an air conditioner but I seldom turn it on. it ti 
mainly for the youngsrtw. lean open K 
natural vonHatfon. Tb» noighboure are 
chat with them whll^ fttaying at the flat. 
I nelflhboure are all vwy nfce to mo. When I get lost they lead me 
k to my flat I feel safe with them. Sometimes they help me wtth 
leework and dial the numbers for the telephone. 
en I walk m lh« district I eee nwiy famjlKir facM and thoy he^ 
to cross the atraol end locftto the bank. 
Daily ActivHios 
07009«tup 
0790 »ltbesktet>aBk«tban court, looic at th6 people th»r«« II is nMr 
my Uock and I do not need to waft too tar 




estato to maet my Mends and took &t mo plants, i 
• would not distuft the youngsMra because thay have their own Dfe. 
r prepare meals for 
sdaythoywOlaHgot 
.soanywaylhavetoGveindependdntiy. 
timM I go to yum cha, In th« morning, at Pak Chouk Hin, near 
«ngUk Estate. There | meet my filende casually, I do not 
0 make enyeppointinent, I know they ere thgrg. 
Kith Conditioii 
If I am Bick« I call at me SWD and they wUI sand eomobociy to take 
me to the hospital. Normalyl wfl lpayforthota^evenlcanwalKI 
do not want tha wortwr to walk> it to too tHno for thorn. 
my 3 daughters lived hera with me. but 
In this district ond movoct liouso 
as I have been iivfng here for many 
/ of getting out of the district: nover. I Qst lost too easily 
Stat*: on foot, hav« g«t U99d to tho st««p slop*, 
9 minlbua osthbhaa ffnfincial ImpUoations 
was still open. After it was shut down, I seidoin 90 y 
(fi$!rict because of ths deterioration of my eyesl^il. 
very weDandltIa difficvtt lor mo to recognize the str 
Th« probtem (s1hatth« slope It very steep and I cannot walh 
my flat without dHficuity In broath. 
Block 
Rdftldence Block: Mapla House 
Floor： Lift Fa 
sAbllity: slowly with watklngi 
i within the buildino� cffficut stairs, cannot see very well in the 
I to ttM bulking: need to rest times before reaching 
Artifictal Ughting: always turn on all the light3. otheiwtee can see 
nothing 
DaUy Aet iv i t iM 
»Oet up 
> wait for« ivebfet 
0630 go downstairs and took around It the weather is fine, other-
wise, took at lh« people downetairs al ths baicofiy 
1130 wait for lunch from me SWD 
1200 lunch at home 
)$t area and look at people playing chest, but never 
ack home at wait for dinner from the SV^ 
Eveiy two weeks staff from wil come to my Ral ax l do th« 
houwworkforme. I stay at the nat «)t day in tNa case as I do not want 
to entertain people anymore In the same day. 
Onco tnstde me umt everyring 19 one as t am now living alone SKI 
I do not nMd to withstand other people. 
I do m want to Kv« In old pcoplas horns* or HSC. I wAnt to Rve 
Indepentl/. I do not want to talk or quarrel with other people. 
Ufo Affected by Health Conilltlon 
I cannot inomorizo iWngs. I can onty recognize my friends but 1 
cannot call ttiem by name. 1 do not feel secure if I see too many 
strangars. 
My know ocho ond got tlrod vory oasiiy, ottpocially wtvan � qo uphM. 
Maybo I should stay In the flat 
owx. Mar A9»:29 
MtiriUilS 
Source c 
Current Occupation: mintHS driver (morning shift) 
Living Environment 
Household history:� haveiri 
I grow i ^ a t L d Chong Uk E 
at my friends places, which 
So inc Estate vftryw^ll, 
playins 
Estate becausd here people f 
at Lei Cheng Uk are ganbllng 
side of tha road. 801 can take 
trtonds everywhere In the district offidalfy 
Estatobuttormuchofthotimolstayod 
are distributed In tha dietrlcf. vid I know 
lying Chinoso 
_ IRc, others are 
areas of Ld Cheng Uk 
play cheu just for fun whereas people 
9. aim, there is a parte 00 the oppc«itd 
9 my kittens thare m wel. 
Thtr« wHI b» mof® p»opt« t>»r» after 1700, after having dinner. H«n 
I � goea on till swy late: thoro Is ttil poop1« playing thew at 03001 
And it starts at 1000. others in the regkMi etart at 12001 There are 
more people h«ro in summer, even if i t» hot, there is eomo shad-
ing and the heat 18 acceptat)ie; in winter, most of me etderty cannot 
stand tha coklnest snd stay at home, so there Is (ess people. 
People in this resfing area are mostly men who are unmarried or 
wktowod. 
public housing •states 
swim this kind of old housing ostatats thai 
ny drug dealers InsW© the Mocks, even security 
a � areaddod. it does not ctiang« much. 
Alto. lh« untts are relativety smfti when compared to n«w 
Tr»ra to no convenience store neart>y. After 2200,1 canrtoi 
buy any food without cto»ing three streets, it fs because 
thd merchants are not wiHing to Invest in an ageing estate 
likd tubas old people do no) pol oiit at night. 
The fiCmnd insulation t^tween the unite is very poor. {can 
hear v e i y c t o ^ what to happening rtgm next ck>or,upstain 
and downetaim. 
Th«re is also water loakago problems. 
iortfl doublo-loadod corridors 
The Miio � n the long coirridor te very dlstufblng^ 
Al60,tb6ro are too nxony flats on thoamo floor. 
there are 80 flatt »n one »toreyi ThweareS 
10 oonnecidd together, but there to oftfy 
I are living at the ends� In addtion. Rfts < 
reacn your homo. T m a v e i y im 
itfl h a b i t better, with maximum A 
With So Uk 
XHHKte 
Chino ChDung Road and Po On 
proWems. The site \9 surrounded by two 
n p a J h : r ' � -
Most d t h o housing block® are built on the stoep sfope. it is roofly 
ip. Ektoily pMpto with dtncUty Hi wa]kir>g 
rownftat YouwoulcJi>otft««them. Ottv 
14 newoocnars are not. 
rvi99tu( MlUilWWI)! LKUUTM 
tiring for p0opl9 to QO Up. I 
Just stay M their w 
e n fire used to It but trwr 
Structural Unforo^ttabl* Ex 
Ono« 1 was at my trleixle flat al Orchid Houe«. 
Dally Activities 
i get up eaiV for thorTKMninQfthm of driving minibus. 
Attw lunch. usuaHy I com® htre, the rosting area at Go Uk Estate. 
Social Network 
Anyway. 1 cannot live In'anothordtslrict as my root is here. All my 
friends are here. 
〜•4-? -sir, ； 




Souice of Income: Social Security Astistenco 
m Status - Chronic Disease: nil TBfTt Occupation: retifod, bofore worked as a styUt, 
n changed I D security guard, then retired at 6 0 
Living environment 
Dwettino duration: < 1year 
Area remed per unit: 23.60nf 
Area rented per person: 11.80m» 
Rent: $1,117 
Household size: 2 (originally 5. wHh all 4 eons dauohters. bi 
now two of thorn got marriod ond moved to pilvalo housing at O 
Wan Shan) 
HouMhold TVp«: LMrkg with wtfd 
Household htatcfy: OtlginaUy livad in Sb( Kina later the region v 
redeveloped and my children, my wie and 丨 were relocated here 
the children want to have tholr pilvaie life, so they bought private 
its and left us hdre 
ttidquiHs.vontllatlon, IjQhting 
mtllfttlon 
and Dving roorm Yes, need privacy 
bed 
facility ok, usually prepare food at hom« 
；enough space, in cabinet and carton 
ri, objects of personal history 
newspaper but prefer TVss ic i 
tima 
Artificial Lighting: only turn on at nl^ht ee I alwaya qo out during 
s open the door for ventilation but mis is not enough In 
»r dnd I aKvay« turn on tfte a>f condttionng tor me whole r 
me over $1000 per monthi 
�t\9w Wwxto, nr® n^w fwld©nt« lik« t 
swhohav® boen living hore for a It 
WWWV MK 
0700 go to yum cha wfth wife 
OS30 wife goes to work, 190 to public hbrary to read rrewsp^r 
1200 go to yum cha In ihadistrtct again as lunch 
14300010 HIUb m l gartten a �awung Fai Street. k»k at th» 
people who play CWnaw choM wen I do not Know tham at all 
1B00 wtfe te back from workj 00 home and watch the news with 
her 
1930 hava dinner prepared by wife 
2200ootob»d 
Sometim � , m y chlWren com® back and hovo dinner with us 
insido the flat but this occurs lew end Im$. 
I always go back to Sal Kung at weekends to me«t my frtencls and 
Here It not bad, at the edge oJlhedty center but r 
.thatraneportatlo 
1 would rather sta] 
n te not 80 Msy for me to cKiapt to 
thty art prisonsl People 
very high quality, I have n 
on me “ I go 
I do not need any special elderty houslngi 
thoy took like hoopltate end 
dMpemte. Though 
M. My friends vnould I 
live in old peoples homas. 
I Condition 
Living Environment 
tr>e rww envtroomant and ai$o she needed the medical care of 
i .sotha cams back and Uva wtth me. 
out of the district seldom, because nothing to 
hero 
r. on foot, have get used (o the stMp slope, 
» mi« has financial Impllcatlond 
tgo to lhe mailtel for food, accompany mother 
� ty servos r 
g Ability: No pix3blem 
i building: dlfficUt, the lift does not esrve my floor 
llding: always take minibus when going up 
wash clothos. oormectton with ext6rfc>r (view) 
Kventiiatlon 
n and IMnQ room: Yes, ne«d privacy .ebod 
ok, facfflty ok, prepare food at homo 
n living room, «al at home 
r, combined toilet and shower, too small, especially 
often »:macNn6 
May at th« fiat aU day w«n I em unemptoyod but my 
.The neighbours help to took after my mother when t 
flat. The door fa always open, we Just lockths gate 
Daily Activiti»s 
0600 get up and pfoparebreaWart for mother, white iwtaning to radio 
0700 have t>roakfat with mother at hom« 0900gotov 
1300 back h 8 and prepare lunch, have hmch with mother 
and buy fo 
JSt oarden at Cheung Fat Street, bokatt tw poople 
Bchws and chal with the nei0tt)0ur«. whom I have 
I. 
>d prepare doner 
mother 
,go k> the limo rest oarden al 1000 and spend Vie 
1 cannot move to another cfetHct a» my mother rteodB m« to take care 
ofherandeho tho medical Mrvice at Caritas I filreacVl 
lob,nvl 
thl�.I 
than this fiat? 
I do not think lhat Housing for Sanior Citizens nor oth«r ehteriy 
IwouMfeei 
t tobd treated 
housing ic good, even H 
«vdn mow detached frc 
as 8p«clat pononfl. 
(My Mother) 
r 84 years old and has ftomtt chronic dlGdasesthat 
Shonoodstogotoihotoilotvoryoftonand 
t to go out as loHete are not avaflable etwywhere. 
5h« k In th« flat almo«t 244wurs a day and goM out only wh^n 
s already 84 yc 
"0 toftfl-tcnn ca 
ot convenient li 
Before, thoM aotivftiM (Chlnoso ChOM) t m localod at tbo 
larger gandenopposfte the estate but thero are youngsters 
pteylns bMkdttMJttelda and i m too noisy, AfM^they 
added garden at the mkMeveb but nobody go there 
npeopld living at the tower levels wll not 90 up. Ttien 
� a t 1996. they added this little rest 
I wHh the dty, where many people pass 
itooomd. tt 
DwdUing duration: >30 ydars (n total (>20 years at Maple Hou«e. 
ars at Carnation House) 
Uvingw 
r: Ortgirtaiiy l i v o d l n r m t n t o n d C h i n a m m 5 0 8 , 
then came to HK with my daughter when my husbend had an affair 
I Nvod in squatter areas tor several years until 
re. I Hved with my <tauohter, my 8i$ter$ fwnlly 
grew up and it was better that wa separated fis 
Frequency of getting out of the district: always havft otitlng at WMk-ends 
Access within estate: uphill by minibus： downWH on foot 
ActivHy in the district: go shopping at the market 
B l o c k 
R0tlctenc« Block: Carnation Hou«0 
iAi IJohtino： normflUy I r i o n o t h i m o n t h n liQhtft m a n M rtQW. 
it w h a n I r e a d r r InvKe s o m e g u M t t . 
t \9 ridicukKJSfy sm&l 
j always hit the wan. 
with my Wwxte to do 8omethir« when I w » out d the 
wit to help other elderly people who aro much Iraiior man me. in 
i evening, I came home and did all the chore wortc end cooking 
myself. 
At wMkendft,� went to th« residents association at Lailcspur House 
vtd sang Chinese traditional songs with my friends, they are mostly 
r e s i d e n t s in t h o $ a m c e s t a t e a n d w c a l w a y s h a d a g o o d t i m e t h e r e . 
On Sundays, I always wont hiking, mostly porticqatod in orgarwzod 
fMd to the NTand other outlying Islands. There � could forget all 
me troubles In life and body paJns. Ute was wonderful. 
IpaidarelaHvetolvowlhmeandhelpmewtth daly operations a® 
I toee my body ttrength and It le cffficu� for me to m t c h and bend my boJy. Alw I Ikivd ^ iAJhfm wWi all rny luckniHig rHigoi« 
and knees, ineedscmoonetolookaftdrme. 
My daughter ts now in Taiwan with her husband.� 
there and Dve with her so that sho can take care 
^people tM 
)to wortc 
I i of me. but � dorft 
thinic th« t t h l u t e f t goo r t W ^ b w j w . i f i , I ftpMc m w y l a r i n find I 
»nothing to do duHng daytime 
(cannot •v®n communicate with f w hu9-
»IMng c o s t * t s m u c h 
that I know there. But 
mysonwfthme when I came k> 
ywtmma. He prarere to spend 
a to take care of me rather Vian 







p t t t t o f t t l 
locomnnv 
prefer to ttByct my own ftsiunlMSfny 
t o d o 9 0 . 
Thus I •mpioy»d my relat)va here to help irw 
SOB•� cannot even open tfra cabinet by mysetf. 
to the mariwl, moet aorrc Mvnds and ttfoH In 
get out of the house, I have nomin0 tod 
unhsppy matters and body pains end IV 
no. 10 
rticulars 
of Income: Pocket money fr 
Status • cnronic Disease: r l 
Occupation: before worked itSOwhenmychldrengave yGhldrengavememonoytoih^on 
DweUirtg duration: > 20 years 
Aroa rontod per unit 27.50m® 
Area rented per person: I3.76nr 
dren. 2 sons and 1 daitglTter were with m9 but r 
r own family and the flat is not big enough for t 
/ddaway. 
>f Setting o 
edMth 
ft within estate; minibus for uphBJ, on foot fordownhni 
0 district 90 to yum cha, 90 to market for food 
Residence Block: Carnation House 
(TO IWIUUIKW liwi. iva 
Dopnsblom 
to bulldiny: no problom 
jikJlng; need minibus for uphit 
Unit 
Use of balcony: plants, gokifi&h. connoction wtth extaior (view) 
Use of windows: llghtino. ventilation 
Partitioned into b«lroom and IMng room: Vm, tor prfvooy 
typ.: ordinary alngt* bed 
Cooking tpace: ok. fftcliity ok 
Dining epace: moetfy eat at home, Ih/ing room 
Mygiono facility: obmbin&d toilet and $howor, too small 
W»hlng ctolhM� tnacNn* wash 
no Rack: do not uso, normaly _ drying machine �:nil 
dgetK enough space, (n cablnot 
i newapfiper aixi watch TV 
nlyneodtotumonme nght9M_t 
The wor*t thing in the flat te the toil«t ttl«i1dicutDU«)yftmaU. lahvays 
hit myMlf. I do not need such « big balcony, lust givo m« a iarQ«r 
toilet. Ai»9 during winter, I he veto para through the bakxm 
oettothetoHdUUisverycoki 
and we n ^ to go to me ton 
i infitaSdd the air oondKlonor and I Atwaya turn ft on In «ummAr. 
it rcMighthe loonyinonlerto 
lyatn{Q)it8. Wb are old people 
t three tknea during the night 
IV® many frteods here and we always help each other with shop-
J and meals. Some of them are more fraQtte axi I ahwys walk 
« thair doore to h a v s a took on t h e m . 
Dally A c t l v l t l « t 
,I vt»H6d my cWWrwi and grandchildren. 
OccaebnalV. I go to mainland China and do some ahopptng a s tNngs 
are cheaper. 
3 90andBve¥tflthberfamUy � nTtaung 
bJtby but I rttfu»«d. Firstly, I do not have 
Ob this task. 8ocond»y. It la vory ctomand-
.Thirdly.Id 
« peopf* th«ri, I wouW have to adjutt h 
I would rath«r le«d my lf« h t ra f r _ . 
I do not n w d any ipoclal bou»lr»gordWp«oplwt^ 
can eee. I jost m o d a larger toilot/bathroom, thai I 
IMm Affected by Health Condition 
How can i climb tpt>e stairs an day? i 
Ith««(cl«i1yp8apl«.buti 
The air oon<fitton»r unit can only ba Installod at th» ptaos of •xtftting 
touvres8inM I cannot break the b«er) but thereto not enouBh height 
for this end it is really distufblnp. 
m s t II 11 
Wing Zhen 
Remark: The unit Is not her official living place. She does not want to m with her son and his 
family, thus she usually lives at her friends place. This flat is among one of them. 
Unit at Orchid 
Unit Plan 1:100 
UFA B 2 6 , 2 9 m � p 
Originally designed for 6 persons 
Living Bedroom Area planned on 
35 sq. ft. per person 
=s 3.25m' per person 





Zhen does not turn on the artificial lighting because she does not want 
to spend money on this. After ail. she does not know how to read or 
write, so her requirement for lighting is not very high, she needs only 
atubienl � ight&ig. 
She does not turn on the lights even at night, but rather opens the ctoor 
and gets light from me corridor. She wants to save energy and money 
As the kitchen is too small and there ts not enough working i 
Zhen cuts and prepares the vegetables in the living room. S 
chooses the spot with the greatest amount of natural lighting, 
she can see cioaror. 
High windows to introduco lighting from tho oorrtdor into txxtroom 1, 
Ot)}6Cts include a b e d arxJ cabinets up to ceiling to maxlmlza 
Bunk bed is not used because the official tenant cannot climb up. 
The high cabinets are for goods that are not often used. 
Though the resWents tend to open me 
door for ventilation, at certain times of 
summer, it is still unacceptable for the 
official tenant of the flat Thus, a pack-
aged - t ^ A/C unit te installed. 
However, as the official tenant is not 
hero and Zhen never uses it, sh 
the A/C unit with plastic bags to 
that sho does not use it at all, & 
not want people to think that she is 
spending others mondy. Also, this 
prevente the A/C unit from getting dirty 




Unit at Orchid 
Unit at Orchid House • Living 
As a result, the door of the unit Is always open. 2hen and her 
fiismr can nhat with thft rm�ghhouR? passing hy. Zhnmi fiifttfir 
expecting Mrs Wong, who has not yet arrived and she te annoyed. 
Vantllatlon 
rdi imy 
The stove is placed on a 




le as small as Zhen. 
ink at 800mm high, 
i is lower than the 
•em standard. I 
f suitable for a 
She does not use the 
ga8 8tove In the kitchen 
because she does not 
wanttou&G other's 
money. Therefore she 
has another set up at the 
balcony for cooking the 
There is an exhaust fan in 
addtion to the existing 
louvers to facilitate the 
extraction of oil and gas 
produced during cooking. 
For the traditional Chinese 
>f cooking, tt is un-
}le to have an open 
tn since the gas 





Hko many other residents In the \ 
ler uses the dryino racks at the i 
luee there 丨& a policy stati； 
the wet dothos drips onto tho ground, 
a a penalty, the case is similar to the 
dripping from the A/C units. 
Also, ft is difficult for her to hang the clothes outside 
as steel protective grills are Installed tor secu 
reasons and this make It very difficult for the < 
i through and she does not have eno 
1 to hold th8 rods as wot clothes are very 
She therefore uses tho drying rack at the I 
for drying clothes because of easy i 
this avoids the problem of contamination of ctotJ 
by the exhaust gas of tho kitchen by the 
neighbourtiood. 
do not live In the estate, they easily get 
•� tricked by the kerb and fall down. 
As Zhen is living at hor friends place, she 
does not want to use her friends gas, It fs 
impossible to separate the bill. So she 
horeolf sots up a cooking placo at tho bal-
cony, wtth a working table and a stove which 
uses alocohol. It makes sense because 
is the part of the house with the 
int of penetration of light and 
� 
Unit at Orchid 
Tollot 
Tho toilet and the bathroom 
Is combined into one. The 
space within Is extremely 
narrow, with the consider-
ation of tha toilet, tho effec-
tlvo width toft i& only 600mm, 
Because of this, there is no 
definition or protection for 
the shower area and each 
ttmo after taking shower, the 
whole room would be wel. 
Zhen admits that this is the 
worst part of the flat but she 
has already get used to it 
LucKily, there is a window 
there for natural vsntilation to 
enetrate through 6oas to 
speed up the vapourizatlon 
r accumulated during 
Also, the window 
Introduces natural lighting 
Into the toilet, which Is Iree of 
There is a kerb to prevent 
water to flow into th© house 
In case of water spillage of 
the iom, which is the same 
feature as the kitchen. 
It is very dangerous for the 
whole area to be wet, espe-
cially for the elcteriy, even It is 
non-slip flooring. 
The space Is too smalt for 
whoel chair access. 
Unit 
Unit Plan 1:100 
UFA • 27.S0m2/2p 
Originally designed for 6 persons 
Living Bedroom Area planned on 
35 sq. ft. per parson 
=3.25m® per person 
Total Living Bedroom Area 
« 212 sq.ft. 
a 19.70m� 
Dam Yung 
Remark: The unit Is not her official IMng pta 
family, thus she usually lives at har friends ( 
She does not wwit to live wHh her son and his 
�e. This flat Is among on© of them. 
Living 
Furniture 
This toldable tabte/cablnet is actually from neighbours 
who moved out of tho estate ond no longer noodod 
such object She never uses it as a table, but rather 
I a cabinet but she has difficulty in 1) bending 
I to open or close the cabinet door 2) open the 
let door as there is no I 
nism that requires fin 
rfn t d or as there is no handle af all but usas a 
ger strength but her finger 
joints are all inflammated.' She needs the caregiver to 
help her with the&e things. 
She now spends most of her time sitting In the bed/ 
soat in the iiving room, or the cushioned chair when she 
uses the table (for medcine or meals) to reduce back 
pain. 
Water entering 
Even drain pipe Is installed to coDect rainwater from the balcony, it 
to r>ot euffiotent end for much of the time wfth heavy rain, water 
accumulates at the balcony and flows tnlo Ihe fiat as the door is not 
watertight wtih the doorframe. She has c a M tor the HA staff to fbc 
the problam for several times but the problom still exists. 
Drying Clothes 





j into the bateony by wind, 
,$0 Yung is voiy afraid ofboing 
i by contagious disease such as SARS. so bouQht 
a diyinfl nrwcWn®. Sh« wam«d lo p)ac« th«m at th« bfttcony as 
tb©y ara v©iy noi«y wtwn thay operato. but mo balcony te too 
narrow for thfs purpose. 
She said that many othef resktente Installed windows at 
It contamination by thariibbish or other 
ts, but fihedtdnt because dhe would mther 
ion«yon oiherthkigs, wich as mecHcation. Also, 
t know how long sho can iive and this ts lust a rental 
to her relativee. ittonot worthwhile 
Unit at Carnation Living 
Emergen<^ Alarm System 
Unit at Orchid 
Toilet 
The toilet and the bathroom is com-
bined into one. The space wtthln Is 
extremely narrow, with the consider-
ation of the toilet, thd effective width 
！eft Is only 500mm. Because of this, 
there is no definition or protection tor 
the shower area and each time after 
taking shower, the whole room would 
be wet. Yung thinks that this is the 
worst part of the tiat. She always hits 
her head to the wail when she uses 
the toilot. 
It fs very cold during winter when she 
has to pass through the balcony to 
access the toilet/bathroom. Previously Installed Emergency Alarm System which Is no longer in use, so Yung wraps it up 
with plaslic bag to prsvent accumulation of dirt 
and hitting into it when using the toitet. 
Grey Water Recycling 
As the water suppty is not Included in the rent nor paid 
by the government Yung saves water in order to save 
She places a bucket at the sink to coltect the water that 
she uses to wash her hands or other things, which she 
consldors as not too dirty. 
She then uses this grey water to perform oth 
that does not require very dean water’ such t 
the toilet and house cleaning. 
i flushing 
However, the caregiver Is net used to this system and 
ahvays pours the grey wafer away. This annoys Yung. 
There are two stoves. 
The one on the right 
^trolei with liquified pe i 
supplied by a company in the form of a cylindrical 
container, so before it finishes, the user has to caH 
the company to send a new container to the flat for 
continuous use. 
However, as Yungs memory declines, she always 
forget to call the LPG supplier, so she bought an-
other back-up pressurized spirit burner, which is for 
use when the LPG runs out and cannot bum. This 
is a bit troublesome and dangdrous when adding 
spirit, but Yung said that she has already get used 
to it Also, this kind of cookiiig device is very flex-
ible. 5he can borrow this to the neighbours when 
they need it 
cony 
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at the heart of the 
the existing low-
for the new compU 
proximity to 
2 Decentralized network of activity nodes 
to 
of activity 
through the provision of 
long path path - small node 
to 
I. Two 
for tha nftw ni 
b 0 
tegenerfati©!! &f S@ Uk 

Ou 
btn indoor am 
Protection from rain and excessive sunlight 
Naturally ventilated 
Small-scale defined space with view of larger space: pavilion-like 
Gathering spsco in relation to market at Lok Fu Estate 
i Easy 
Tonal Contrast to aid depth perception and hence body balance 
Tonal Contrast to highlight important information 
Minimization of confusing strong shadow pattern 
Minimization of glare 
Colour code devolopod- by elderly perception 
\ Easy 
Balcony aproach preferred, minimization of long internal corridors 
Easily-recognizable space of different colours and spatial qualities 
I Control of d i rect sunl ight 
Natural daylight more preferred by elderly 
Minimization of strong confusing shadow patterns 
Minimization of glare 








• i \ 、 4 
Glare found in Housing fcr Senior Cillzcns 
Rough Surface 
Principles of avoiding glare by reflection 
- m ^ m m m m ^ m m ^ m m 
yi^ H 
[ ^ B I D H H ^ ^ H H I 
Special usago p nit cm of cldcriy found during visits 
B o c i i m e n t a 11 
Demographic Change: Ageing 
Unprecedented I Pervasive I EnduringI 
I & the Living Environment 
I f IC* 
• ihm quality off IHrn «nd ntm 
on th«lr a t f l t udM and Iwtuivloui 
and ptychologleal health mtm 
te t iMir abil i ty to ramaln Ihrlno 
ChmractmrimUGm of AgmUtg 
• Coflnlttvs tanpalmiMt 
• Fhysclal ImpMmimt 
- � nUII«ctual ImpaiRRMtt 
• Economic abil i ty �mpnlrmMit 
t M t f s to Omlly ll§m M t toM lQ^ 
At different scales 
, ( t h » lnt«ni«l •iwirommnt} 
(tlw •xtomal •nviraniMMit) 
(urimn sp«e«) 
I Ac t i v i t y S p a c M o f E l d w i y 
Nona Kona d m M urban wivlroni 
- p o M R t l a f t o • x p ^ r l i m n t w i t h nt 
comp f«hmf t l v» neighbourhood 
p lanning 
Local Ageing 
hOMMi apaclai •Mwrly hotnlng, •ktorty 
^ H i H H H ^ H I 
II I I 二 i l l 韶 一 
Choice of Target Group & Site 
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 Connection to upper garden 
+10.15m
 from
 elderly facility block 
+00.15m
 Central Plaza Level 
-10.00m






Site Plan 1:2500 
尋 s 縱i 
、 
1/F Plan 1:400 
2/F Plan 1:4G0 
l i l 
_ 
覆 1 一 
Fritted glass sunshade for light reflection (-50%
) 
D






 louvres for further light reflection 
Box beam
/I-beam
 grid as structural support for roof 
Prefabricated m
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